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7 The Division of the Monarchy I
The Reign of Solomon and the Story 
of the Northern Kingdom
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Timeline
960 B.C.E. Approximate death of David and beginning of the reign of Solomon

922 B.C.E. Common estimate of the death of Solomon and division of the kingdom

900 B.C.E. End of Iron Age I and beginning of Iron Age II

876 B.C.E. Beginning of the reign of Omri and the Omride dynasty in the Northern
Kingdom

869 B.C.E. Beginning of the reign of Ahab

745 B.C.E. Approximate date of the beginning of Hosea’s prophetic career

722 B.C.E. Fall of Samaria to the Assyrian Empire

Chapter Outline
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V. Elijah’s Confrontation with Ahab and Jezebel

VI. Jehu to Jereboam II (842–746 B.C.E.)

VII. The Destruction of the Northern Kingdom
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146 Chapter 7 • The Division of the Monarchy I

CHAPTER OVERVIEW

The book called 1 Kings opens with David on his deathbed, while the members of his family and
his officials struggle to determine who will succeed him on the throne of Israel. Solomon won
this struggle and began an ambitious reign, which included the development of foreign alliances
and massive building projects. Once Solomon died, however, the Israelite monarchy was no
longer able to hold itself together. This chapter includes the story of Solomon, the division of the
kingdom after his death, and the line of kings who ruled over the northern nation after the division,
until this northern kingdom was conquered and dispersed by the Assyrian Empire. The story of
the Northern Kingdom of Israel in 2 Kings also includes an increasingly prominent and shifting
role for prophetic figures, particularly Elijah and Elisha. A parallel account of the period of the
Israelite monarchy is presented in 1 and 2 Chronicles. This account places more emphasis on the
reigns of Solomon and David, often omitting material that reflects negatively on them, and it
omits the story of the Northern Kingdom almost entirely.

THE REIGN OF SOLOMON

If Saul was a judge who tried to be king and David was an empire builder, then Solomon intro-
duced Israel to the rule of a typical oriental despot.

Getting Rid of Potential Rivals

Solomon moved quickly to consolidate his power. Whereas David had nothing directly to do with
the elimination of anyone who might have been his rival, Solomon had no qualms about dealing
with his enemies. Adonijah was his first victim. When Adonijah asked Bathsheba to persuade
Solomon to let him have Abishag, David’s last concubine, for his wife, Solomon found the
wickedness in Adonijah that he had been looking for as an excuse to kill him. The request
Adonijah made actually was an insult. David’s harem became Solomon’s responsibility on David’s
death, even though the concubines probably were not viewed as Solomon’s wives, because his own
mother was in the group. Adonijah’s request was his own death warrant (2:13–25).

Dealing with Abiathar was a more delicate matter. Not only was he a priest, but he had been
David’s chief northern priest in tandem with Zadok, the chief priest from Judah. His execution
would certainly alienate the northern tribes at a time when Solomon could ill afford to lose their
support. By exiling Abiathar to Anathoth, Solomon still offended the northerners somewhat, but
not to the extent of losing their support. The prophet Jeremiah probably was a descendant of
Abiathar (2:26–27).1

Solomon probably considered Joab his most dangerous rival. Even though he was old, Joab
was a cunning and ruthless man who had managed to hold power in the army even when David
tried to get rid of him. But his luck had run out. Solomon was just as ruthless as Joab, or more so.
He ordered Joab’s execution. When Joab fled to the sanctuary for refuge and refused to come out,
Solomon defied the taboo against killing anyone in the sanctuary. He ordered Joab killed even as
he held onto the horns of the sacred altar. His executioner, Benaiah, the son of Jehoida, took
Joab’s place as general over the armies of Israel (2:28–35).

The last to be dealt with was Shimei, who was placed under a form of house arrest that
forbade him to leave the city of Jerusalem. Shimei observed the rules for three years, but when
one of his slaves ran away, Shimei went after him. Solomon had not forgotten—Shimei died
(2:36–46).
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Solomon, the Wise One (1 Kings 3:1–28; 4:29–34)

The Israelite historian, in his evaluation of Solomon as a religious man, could not be quite as
complimentary as he was about David. Perhaps he was hinting at one of the obstacles to
Solomon’s devotion to the LORD when he mentions his Egyptian wife. She and other of his wives
influenced him to worship pagan gods.

In describing a prayer offered by Solomon, the narrator tells of the LORD appearing in a dream
and telling him to ask what he should be given. Instead of asking for great riches, Solomon asked for
wisdom to govern his people. The LORD, in turn, promised both wisdom and riches (3:1–15).

An illustration of Solomon’s wisdom is the famous story of the two women who claimed
the same child. After the women argued before him, Solomon ordered the child cut into two
pieces, one piece to be given to each woman. One woman agreed, but the other asked Solomon to
spare the child and give it to the other woman. The assumption of the story, and of King Solomon
in the story, was that the woman who objected to killing the child was the true mother, and so
Solomon awarded the child to her (3:16–28).

A summary statement concerning Solomon’s wisdom describes Solomon as wiser than all
the eastern wise men. He was a speaker and collector of proverbs, a zoologist and a biologist, and

FIGURE 7–1 “Joab fled to the tent of the LORD and grasped the horns of the altar” (1 Kings 2:28). 
The “horns of the altar,” as illustrated by this tenth century B.C.E. limestone altar from Megiddo, were
supposed to keep a fugitive safe as long as he clung to them. This did not happen in Joab’s case.
Courtesy of the Israel Antiquities Authority.
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a marvel to all who heard him (4:29–34). The queen of Sheba came from North Africa (Ethiopia)
to marvel at his wisdom. Ethiopian tradition has it that she carried away more than wisdom, since
later Ethiopian rulers were called in part, “the Lion of Judah” (1 Kings 10:1–10). According to leg-
end, the first emperor of Ethiopia, Menilik, was the son of Solomon and the queen of Sheba, and
he took the Ark of the Covenant to Ethiopia, where many believe it still resides.2

Solomon, the Organizer (1 Kings 4:1–28)

In organizing the kingdom, Solomon seems to have had two purposes in mind: (1) to divide the
land as evenly as possible to provide for the systematic support of his elaborate court and for
other taxation purposes and (2) to break down the old tribal distinctions by paying little or no 
attention to tribal lines when dividing the country into tax districts. In his first purpose, he suc-
ceeded; in the second, he failed.

Solomon, the Builder

David built an empire by conquest, but Solomon covered it with buildings. Of all the building
projects carried on by Solomon, the Temple at Jerusalem ranked first in importance for the
Israelite historian.

THE BUILDING OF THE TEMPLE (1 KINGS 5:1–38; 7:15–51). To build as Solomon was said to
have done takes skilled workmen and quality materials, neither of which was abundant in Israel. The
one thing that Israel had in abundance was stone, but it lacked the forests to supply the needed wood.

To provide the needed materials and skilled workmen, Solomon turned to David’s ally,
Hiram, king of Tyre and Phoenicia. Hiram agreed to supply cedar and cypress wood, as well as
skilled workmen, to carry out the building of the Temple and the palace complex in Jerusalem. In
turn, Solomon agreed to supply food to Hiram. Solomon also furnished Israelites to do the labor
of cutting the wood and quarrying the stone in Israel. Israelite men had to work without pay for
the state, one month out of every three.

Like Jerusalem itself, the Temple—first built by Solomon, then destroyed, then rebuilt again
in the post-Exilic period, and built a third time by Herod the Great—has managed to seize the
imaginations of countless people for nearly 3000 years. Its remains, except for portions of the wall
that supported the platform on which it was built, under an area containing two Islamic
mosques—the Dome of the Rock and the Al-Asqa Mosque. As a result, archaeological work on
the Temple Mount is forbidden.

By taking the biblical description, however, and comparing it with similar temples found in
Israel and Phoenicia, a fairly accurate idea of the Temple’s appearance can be gained. One such
building was a Canaanite temple found at Hazor in northern Israel. It had the three-room plan
used in the Jerusalem Temple. A later temple, from the period of the Israelite monarchy, was
found at Arad, south of Jerusalem. In addition, a horned altar, like the one mentioned in the Old
Testament, was found at Beersheba (1 Kings 1:50–2:28).

In 1 Kings 6:1, it says that the Temple was built 480 years after Israel left Egypt. This poses a
problem in chronology, because it does not agree with other evidence for the date of the Exodus.
One possible explanation is that the figure 480 represents twelve generations. Biblical writers fig-
ured a generation as 40 years, while today, 25 years equals a generation. If this were the case,
twelve times 25 equals 300 years, which would place the Exodus at about 1300 B.C.E.

According to all descriptions, both biblical and archaeological, the Temple was divided into
three parts: (1) a porch or vestibule, 15 feet deep and 30 feet wide; (2) the Holy Place, 60 feet long
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FIGURE 7–2 A sixteenth-century engraving depicts Solomon’s temple with the horned altar in the
center and the Holy of Holies beyond it.

and 30 feet wide; and (3) the Holy of Holies, which was a perfect cube—30 feet long, 30 feet wide,
and 30 feet high. The interior height of the rest of the building was 45 feet. Along the outside of
the building were three levels of rooms, used for storage and other purposes. The interior of the
building was decorated with elaborate carved woodwork. Gold also was used extensively in deco-
rating the interior (6:1–36).

The Holy Place contained three principal items: the altar for incense, the seven-branched
lamp stand, and the table for the sacred bread (shew bread, or bread of the presence). In later
times, the lamp stand became a seven-branched candlestick called a menorah.

The Holy of Holies originally contained the sacred box, the Ark of the Covenant. At 
either end stood a winged creature 15 feet high. It was carved from olive wood and plated 
with gold. It probably had both human and animal features, designed to represent all living
creatures giving praise to the LORD, whose dwelling place was the Holy of Holies. Once a year, on
the solemn Day of Atonement (Yom Kippur), the High Priest would enter the Holy of Holies.
Even he had to undergo an elaborate ceremony of cleansing before he could enter the room. His
purpose was to bring before the LORD the sins of the people so that they might be forgiven.
Thus, the Holy of Holies represented for Israel the meeting place between God and humankind.

In the Temple courtyard stood the great altar made of uncut stones upon which the sacri-
fices were made. Two huge bronze columns, named Jachin and Boaz, stood to the north and
south of the entrance of the Temple. Their meaning and purpose are unknown (7:15–22). An
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elaborate bronze bowl called the Molten Sea, resting on a base made from twelve bronze bulls,
also stood in the courtyard. It held about 10,000 gallons of water and may have been a reminder
of the watery chaos mentioned in the Creation story and of how God overcame it to create the
world (7:23–26).

All the furnishings and equipment for the Temple were made by the Phoenicians. It should
not be surprising, then, that the descriptions given in the Bible match things found in Phoenician
temples. The major difference seems to be that Israel’s Temple contained no image of the Deity,
while Phoenician temples contained many such images (7:27–51).3

THE DEDICATION OF THE TEMPLE (1 KINGS 8:1–66). After years of labor, the Temple was fin-
ished. The first act of Solomon was to have the Ark of the Covenant moved into its permanent
home, the Holy of Holies. It was moved with elaborate precautions and with many sacrifices
being offered (8:1–13).

The address and prayer of Solomon (8:14–53) emphasized the importance of the covenant
with David and the building of the Temple as carrying out Solomon’s responsibility in light of
that covenant (8:14–26).

The Ark of the Covenant in the Old Testament

The Ark of the Covenant has often been an object of fascination for a variety of reasons. This object,
which functions both as a container and as a portable Divine throne, comes and goes in the Bible.
Below is a book-by-book list and description of how it appears.

Exodus—the ark is mentioned about twenty times in Exodus 25–40, which contains both
God’s instructions to Moses about how to make it and a description of its construction.

Leviticus—the Ark is mentioned only once, in the description of the Day of Atonement rituals
in Leviticus 16.

Numbers—the Ark is mentioned six times in descriptions of its care and movement by the
priests, but it is not mentioned after Numbers 14:44.

Deuteronomy—the Ark is mentioned eight times, all in Chapter 10, where Moses is recalling
the making and purpose of the Ark in a speech, and in Chapter 31, when Moses and the Levites pro-
duce a “book of the law” and place it in the Ark.

Joshua—after its construction in Exodus, the Ark remains in the background for the next sev-
eral books, but it becomes much more prominent in the book of Joshua, where it is mentioned more
than twenty-five times, all in Joshua 3–8, as the Israelites cross the Jordan and begin conquering
cities in the Promised Land.

Judges—the Ark is mentioned only once, in Judges 20:27, as an oracular object residing in Shiloh.
1 Samuel—the Ark is mentioned more than thirty times but only once after 1 Samuel 4–7, a

passage sometimes called the Ark Narrative. 1 Samuel 14:18 is the only time Saul makes use of it.
2 Samuel—the Ark is mentioned about twenty times, more than half of these concentrated in

2 Samuel 6, where David brings the Ark to Jerusalem.
1 Kings—the Ark is mentioned about a dozen times, all in the first eight chapters, where

Solomon is established as king, builds the Temple, and places the Ark in it.
1 and 2 Chronicles—of approximately forty remaining references to the Ark in the Old Testament,

all but two are in 1 and 2 Chronicles, mostly in passages that parallel those in Samuel and Kings.
The last two references to the Ark in the Old Testament are in Psalm 132:8 and Jeremiah 3:16

as it seems to disappear into distant memory.
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FIGURE 7–3 David’s kingdom and the united monarchy. Artwork by Margaret Jordan Brown, from
Mercer Dictionary of the Bible. © 1990, courtesy of Mercer University.
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The prayer was a plea for the LORD to keep the Divine side of the covenant. The story in 1
Kings 8:27–30 is particularly important because it emphasizes what many Israelites forgot in later
years—namely, that the LORD did not dwell only in the Temple in Jerusalem. No mere building
could hold the LORD. The prayer lists the situations that would give rise to prayer: (1) sin against one
another; (2) defeat in war because of sin; (3) drought; (4) famine caused by pestilence, mildew, or
locusts; (5) foreigners who came to the Temple to worship; (6) holy war; and (7) sin against God.
With each there was a plea for forgiveness based on the choice of Israel as God’s people (8:31–53).

In this section, then, the principle of the covenant was in operation. God, who gave the
covenant, although not required to do so, was self-obligated to Israel because of Divine mercy. An
Israelite could call on God to show mercy on his behalf when he came to God in repentance. One
could not expect forgiveness without a proper attitude. This theme is repeated by the great
prophets and is prominent in the book of Deuteronomy.

After the people were led in praise to the LORD, to conclude the dedicatory services, elabo-
rate festivities were observed. The seven-day feast, held at the time of the feast of Tabernacles, sent
away all those who came proud, happy, and filled with roast beef and mutton (8:54–66).

THE LORD APPEARS TO SOLOMON AGAIN (1 KINGS 9:1–9). After the dedication of the
Temple, the LORD appeared to Solomon. The promise of the continuance of David’s line was
made, but it was to be based on faithfulness to the LORD If Solomon and those who followed him
turned away from the LORD, judgment would come upon Israel.

SOLOMON’S OTHER BUILDING PROJECTS (1 KINGS 7:1–12; 9:10–28; 10:14–29). Solomon
spent even more time building an elaborate system of palaces and government buildings. Thirteen
years were spent building his palace, which had several sections: (1) the House of the Forest of
Lebanon, built almost entirely of cedar; (2) the Hall of Pillars; (3) the Hall of the Throne, where
justice was administered; (4) Solomon’s house; and (5) the house of his Egyptian wife.

He also carried on other extensive building programs, including projects in Jerusalem,
Gezer, Hazor, and Megiddo. At the latter three, identical city gates have been found. This would
seem to indicate that the same architect planned and constructed all three. Each of these cities
shows indications of other building programs during Solomon’s time. Elaborate shafts were con-
structed to enable the people to reach the water supply. At Megiddo, for instance, stone steps led
down into the shaft to a tunnel. This tunnel led to a water source outside the city wall.4

Another building project consisted of a fleet of merchant ships, based in the Gulf of Aqaba
at Ezion–Geber. Here, the gulf reaches its northernmost point. Hiram of Tyre furnished the vital
know-how, as well as sailors, to operate the fleet (9:26–28). The Phoenicians were the supreme
sailors of the ancient world, while Israel, with no suitable ports, developed little interest in the sea,
except in Solomon’s time. Trade probably was with countries along the coast of Africa and the
Arabian Peninsula.

Solomon’s building projects were costly in more ways than one. For one thing, they cost
him part of his empire. For all the work he had done, Hiram demanded payment in the form of
territorial grants. Although Solomon gave him twelve cities in the Plain of Acre, Hiram was still
unhappy. The name Cabul, possibly meaning “that is nothing,” was given to the region. Even
then, Hiram had to pay him for the region. The remains of a fortress dating to the time have
been found. It seems to have served as the administrative center for the area, whose local prod-
ucts—wine, olive oil, and cereals—were collected and stored. That these cities belonged to the
northern tribes probably did nothing to increase Solomon’s popularity there (9:10–14).5

The monetary cost was also great. Solomon got money from various sources, the most 
obvious of which was taxation. But that was not enough. He would also have collected tariffs
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from caravans that used the international highways, the Via Maris, and the King’s Highway.
Another source of income was international trade. Among other things, Solomon traded
horses and chariots. He seems to have been the middleman in the trade between Egypt and the
Asian and Mesopotamian states. An elaborate description of Solomon’s luxuries (10:14–29)
helps us to understand why so much money was needed in addition to the money for his build-
ing programs.6

The Seeds of Division (1 Kings 9:15–23; 11:1–43)

The greatest cost of maintaining Solomon’s elaborate kingship was in human freedom. That cost
eventually would destroy the united monarchy. Slavery made the building projects possible. It is
said that “Solomon conscripted forced labor out of all Israel” (5:13) and that the non-Israelite
population was enslaved to carry on the building projects (9:15, 20–23). In so doing, Solomon
sowed the seeds of social unrest that eventually would erupt in rebellion. It is said that the
Israelites were “the soldiers, . . . his officials, his commanders, his captains, and the commanders
of his chariotry and cavalry” (9:22). Although it says that “of the Israelites Solomon made no
slaves,” they did have to give one month out of every three in free labor for the state.7

Another divisive force was Solomon’s large harem. Composed of more than 1000 women,
the harem functioned primarily as a status symbol. Just as a wealthy man today may collect ex-
pensive automobiles as a way of showing off his wealth, so some kings collected beautiful women.
With the women, many of whom were married to Solomon to symbolize a covenant relationship
with a foreign ruler, came the various deities they worshiped. Solomon’s tolerance of foreign gods
did not sit well with devout Israelites, especially when he built altars for these gods and even par-
ticipated in worshiping them in defiance of the LORD’s commands (11:1–13).

Solomon’s last years saw the seeds of destruction begin to take root and grow. People on the
fringes of his empire began to rebel and break away. First, it was Edom, led by Hadad, a member
of its royal house who had escaped to Egypt when David conquered his country (11:14–22).
Soon, Rezon, a Syrian leader, took control of Damascus (11:23–25).

More serious than either of these events were stirrings of rebellion within Israel itself. The
old rivalry between Ephraim and Judah had been suppressed during David’s and Solomon’s time,
but it still survived. Surviving with it was the belief that the LORD through a prophet should des-
ignate a leader, not a dying king who passed on the kingdom to his son. Solomon, on the other
hand, seems not to have had a prophetic advisor in his court, such as Nathan had been to David.
Solomon most certainly would have encouraged the idea that the LORD’s covenant with David
was more important than the idea that a prophet should choose the future king.

The charismatic figure around whom the dissidents rallied was Jeroboam, an Ephraimite
who had been in charge of all of Solomon’s forced labor. A prophet who also was a northerner,
Ahijah the Shilonite, met Jeroboam one day. Taking a cloak, Ahijah tore it into twelve pieces to
symbolize that an emergency existed. Ten of the pieces he gave to Jeroboam, telling him he was
chosen to be leader over ten tribes, leaving only two to Solomon’s house. Ahijah said that the
LORD was bringing judgment upon Solomon for following foreign gods (11:26–40). Ahijah was
the first independent prophet who participated in an attempt to overthrow an existing ruler who
had become intolerable to the people.8

Word came to Solomon of Jeroboam’s disloyalty. Fortunately for Jeroboam, he was able to
escape to Egypt before Solomon could have him arrested, where he found refuge. Shishak, the
new Pharaoh of Egypt, seems to have encouraged and protected Jeroboam, as he had other rebels
and fugitives from Solomon (11:40).
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The Literary Structure of Chronicles

The book of Chronicles is perhaps the most neglected book in the Old Testament. It is a story of
Israel that lives in the shadow of that other story of Israel told in the books of Genesis–Kings, the
Primary History. It is true that more than half of the contents of Chronicles appears in Samuel and
Kings, which invites readers to look at them in parallel fashion and compare the way certain
stories are told and used in each. Chronicles was almost certainly written after Samuel and Kings,
so it can be assumed that the writer of Chronicles used the earlier history as a source, and that
much can be learned of this writer’s thinking and purpose by closely examining the differences.
The result of these patterns of study is that the book of Chronicles is rarely read as a unified work
of literature in its own right. Originally a single book, Chronicles is now typically divided into 
1 Chronicles and 2 Chronicles. These designations will be used when necessary for references
below.

The book of Chronicles opens in a surprising way. The first word in the book is Adam. The second
word is Seth. The first nine chapters of 1 Chronicles are almost entirely genealogical in nature. The
part of Israel’s story from creation through the beginning of the monarchy is covered in a very rapid
manner through this genealogical material. The story slows down slightly to tell about Saul and his
family in Chapter 10, but it is David who finally receives full attention beginning in Chapter 11. As
the story of David moves toward its conclusion, the attention of Chronicles turns to the temple in 1
Chronicles 22–29. Brief attention is given to priestly offices in 1 Chronicles 9, so that the rise of David
and the monarchy is surrounded by issues of worship. 1 Chronicles ends with the death of David.
Solomon has been anointed king and is fully prepared to begin construction on the Temple. The
building of the Temple occupies the first seven chapters of 2 Chronicles. The report of the construc-
tion of this dwelling place for God matches the creation of the world and the development of Israel
in the first part of 1 Chronicles. It is followed in 2 Chronicles 8–9 by the report on the remainder of
Solomon’s career and his death.

Second, Chronicles 10–36 describes the reigns of the rest of the kings of Judah after Solomon.
Chronicles is even less interested in the northern kingdom of Israel than are Samuel and Kings. The
pattern is one of general decline until the destruction of the Temple in Chapter 36. The exceptions to
this pattern of decline are the reforms mounted by certain kings, such as Jehoshaphat, Hezekiah, and
Josiah, which receive extended attention. The resulting story in the book of Chronicles thus highlights
the establishment of institutions, the Israelite monarchy and the Jerusalem Temple, and the lives of
the two great kings, David and Solomon, in alternating fashion. The story of the decline of these in-
stitutions then offers a paradigm for their reestablishment.

Finally, considerations of Chronicles as a literary work are complicated by its relationship to
Ezra–Nehemiah. The last few verses of Chronicles present the Decree of Cyrus, which released the Is-
raelites from captivity and authorized them to return to Judah. The opening verses of Ezra are a
somewhat different version of this decree. The overlap connects these books in a way that is difficult
to determine. The books of Chronicles and Ezra–Nehemiah are sometimes referred to collectively as
the Chronistic History. The Hebrew canon places Chronicles at the very end, with Ezra–Nehemiah
actually preceding it, a decidedly nonchronistic move. The Christian canon reverses the order of these
books and moves them to the middle of the canon, immediately following Kings. This emphasizes
the notion that Chronicles is secondary to Samuel and Kings, a perception from which Chronicles
continues to suffer.
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The End of Solomon’s Reign (1 Kings 11:41–43)

After forty years of magnificence, Solomon died. He had acquired wealth, built buildings, and
gained fame for his wisdom. It was during Solomon’s time, furthermore, that Israelite literature
began to flourish. Wisdom literature undoubtedly was rooted in Solomon’s reign, making him
the patron saint of Israelite wisdom. The long period of peace possibly saw the first attempts to
write down Israel’s history. A good example of such an attempt may have been the Court History
of David. Others have conjectured that the stories of the Egyptian oppression took form then be-
cause of Solomon’s oppression.9

But Solomon also lit the fuse for the bombs that would soon blow the kingdom apart.
Excessive taxation, denial of human freedom, and religious apostasy were but a few of the prob-
lems left for Solomon’s egotistical son and successor, Rehoboam, to solve. Rehoboam, unfortu-
nately, was so self-centered that he did not even realize that any problems existed.

APPROACHING THE DIVIDED-KINGDOM STORY

Northern and Southern Perspectives

One problem in studying the divided monarchy is how to organize it. The books of 1 and 2 Kings
combine the histories of the two kingdoms in order to compare the beginning of one king’s reign
with that of his counterpart in the other kingdom. Because this is somewhat confusing to the
reader, in this discussion their histories will be divided as follows: This chapter will discuss the
history of the Northern Kingdom (Israel) from the breakup of the united monarchy to the fall of
Samaria in 721 B.C.E. Chapter 8 will deal with the history of the Southern Kingdom (Judah) from
the breakup through the fall of Jerusalem to the Babylonians (586 B.C.E.). 10

As the previous chapter described, the Bible contains two great historical narratives that
run parallel to one another, the Primary History in Genesis–2 Kings and the Chronistic History in
1 and 2 Chronicles. The two accounts of Israel’s story run in particularly close parallel beginning
with David’s reign. For example, the story of the division of Israel into the Northern and
Southern Kingdoms, which will be the starting point for this chapter, is reported in identical fash-
ion in 1 Kings 12:1–19 and 2 Chronicles 10:1–19. The most significant difference between the ac-
counts of the divided kingdom in 1 Kings 12–2 Kings 24 and 2 Chronicles 10–36 is that the latter
will give no attention to the Northern Kingdom, unless its activities have a direct impact on the
story of the Southern Kingdom.

Chapter 6 reported on what is often called the united monarchy, as opposed to the divided
monarchy after the death of Solomon. It is important to acknowledge that even within the bibli-
cal account of this story, the kingdom is never fully united. Hints of the fracture between north
and south run throughout the accounts of the “unified” reigns of Saul, David, and Solomon in
texts like 1 Samuel 11, 2 Samuel 2, and 1 Kings 11.

The Problem of Chronology

If one reads several books about the Old Testament, one may find different dates for the same
person or event. The reason for this is that biblical calendars, unlike modern calendars, followed
no universally accepted starting point. Today, the calendars of the Western world use the a medieval
approximation of the date of the birth of Jesus as the starting point, a hypothetical “year one.” In
the ancient world, every nation had a different way of figuring dates. For the Israelites, time was
figured from the beginning of a king’s reign. Thus, a given event was said to have occurred “in the
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eighth year of King Hezekiah.” How do we know when the eighth year of King Hezekiah was by
our way of reckoning time?

It is necessary to pinpoint a few key dates in the history of Israel and calculate from them.
Fortunately, the Assyrians and Babylonians kept accurate calendars based on the rule of their
kings, which always began on the first day of the new year. Their method was to name each year
after a different court official to keep it separate. In addition, important events were recorded 
for each year. For scholars, the most important events used for dating are eclipses, the mention of
contacts with the Israelite kingdoms, and the mention of specific Israelite rulers. As a result, at
least two key dates, 853 B.C.E. and 605 B.C.E., can be established. The first was the battle of Qarqar,
involving the troops of Ahab, king of Israel. The mention of an eclipse within a few years of this
battle is important because, if one knows where it occurred, an eclipse can be dated with preci-
sion. Qarqar is not mentioned in the Old Testament but Ahab is, so the time of his reign can be
pinpointed. The same is true of the battle of Carchemish in 605 B.C.E. The records mention
Jehoiakim, king of Judah. An eclipse again was the vital clue to the date.

This does not solve all the problems, but it helps. The Israelites were not always arithmeti-
cally precise in recording the length of a king’s reign. For instance, Uzziah was said to have
reigned for fifty-two years. Yet, when he developed leprosy, his son Jotham came to the throne as
his coregent and reigned for sixteen years. In reality, the total time was somewhere between fifty-
two and fifty-six years, depending on the date of Uzziah’s death. This creates difficulties for one
working on chronologies and is the major reason why dates vary from one scholar’s scheme to
another. Most authors pick what seems to be the best chronology and stay with it.

THE DIVISION OF THE KINGDOM

Rehoboam’s Choice (1 Kings 12:1–19)

After the deat of Solomon, internal strife was not long in coming. Solomon was powerful enough
to keep things under control as long as he lived; but his successor, Rehoboam, lacked the sound
judgment needed to deal with the problems he inherited from his father.

After his coronation in Jerusalem, Rehoboam went to the old northern shrine at Shechem
for another coronation by the northern tribes. The people appeared before him and asked for 
relief from the harsh requirements laid on them by Solomon. Rehoboam, instead of taking the
advice of his senior counselors to lighten their burdens, listened to his younger friends. His arrogant
answer was that if they thought things had been harsh under Solomon, they had not seen any-
thing harsh yet (12:1–11).

The northern tribes, led by Jeroboam, revolted. Rehoboam tried to put down the rebellion
by sending his labor foreman to threaten the people. They killed him by stoning, and Rehoboam
barely escaped in his chariot. Thereafter, the kingdoms would be known as Israel and Judah.
(From this point on, when discussing the two kingdoms, kings of Israel will be identified with [I],
while kings of Judah will be identified with [J].)

Jeroboam’s Reign (1 Kings 12:20–14:20)

Jeroboam was installed as king of the northern tribes, leaving only the tribe of Judah and perhaps
the tribe of Benjamin under Rehoboam’s control (12:20). Rehoboam raised an army to take back
the northern territory, but a prophet named Shemaiah warned that such an attempt would be futile.

Jeroboam got the better part of the kingdom by almost any standard. Israel, stronger econom-
ically, had a larger population, controlled the major roads, and had the best and most productive
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FIGURE 7–4 The excavated ruins of the ancient city of Bethel where, according to 1 Kings 12:28–29,
King Jereboam set up two golden cows as a worship site for the Northern Kingdom of Israel.

land. Its greatest weakness was the instability of its government. No consistent way had developed
for making the transition from the rule of one king to another. Israel’s material assets also made
it more attractive to outside powers, to which Israel was accessible by its roads. Judah, on the
other hand, had the poorest land and a smaller population. It was isolated, which made it less at-
tractive to invaders. Its greatest assets were Jerusalem, with its already rich traditions, and the
Davidic monarchy, which assured stability in government.

While reading the history of the divided kingdom, one must be aware of certain things.
First, the writers were from Judah, and they admired David. Because Israel opposed the
Davidic monarchy and the Davidic covenant, the historians had negative feelings about any-
thing connected with the Northern Kingdom. Second, Jerusalem (to the Deuteronomic histo-
rians) was the only place where true worship could be performed. When Jeroboam led the 
revolt and set up worship centers at Dan and Bethel, he chose golden calves to replace the Ark
of the Covenant as the symbol of the LORD’s throne. For this reason, Jeroboam was considered
a worshiper of false gods by the religious leaders of Judah, and all who followed Jeroboam were
put in the same category.

By choosing calves as symbols of the throne of God, Jeroboam chose the symbol of Hadad,
the chief god of the Baal religion (12:25–33). This brought down on him the wrath of the
prophets. A Judean prophet came to Bethel and pronounced the LORD’s judgment upon it
(13:1–3). Jeroboam tried to punish the prophet, but paralysis struck him and caused him to back
down. Then, he offered to pay the prophet, but the prophet refused (13:4–10).

On his way back to Judah, the prophet was stopped by another prophet who invited him in
for a meal. The Judean refused, saying that the LORD had told him not to eat in Israel. The Israelite
persuaded him to do so by telling him that he had a message from the LORD that he should eat.
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While they were eating, the Israelite told the Judean that he would be killed for disobeying the
LORD. When the prophet was killed by a lion, the Israelite buried him and commanded that he,
too, should be buried in the same tomb (13:11–32).

As further evidence of the LORD’s displeasure with Jeroboam, the prophet Ahijah told
Jeroboam’s wife that their son Abijah would die. He said, furthermore, that Jeroboam’s dynasty
would be replaced. All this is an indication of the important roles that prophets played in relation
to the kings of both Israel and Judah. When Jeroboam died, he was succeeded by Nadab, another
of his sons (13:33–14:20).

The Succession of Kings in Israel after Jereboam 
(1 Kings 15:25–16:20)

After the death of Jeroboam, Israelite kings came and went with surprising rapidity. The biblical
text contains no description of a selection process or anointing ceremony, and provides little 
detail about the reigns of these kings. This passage functions much like some of the geneologies
in Genesis, as a literary “fast-forward” mechanism for the author to get to a more significant part
of the story. The following is a summary of this turbulent time:

King Period of Reign Fate

Nadab (901–900 B.C.E.) Murdered by Baasha

Baasha (900–877 B.C.E.) Died naturally

Elah (877–876 B.C.E.) Murdered by Zimri

Zimri (876 B.C.E. [7 days]) Suicide provoked by Omri

Omri (876–864 B.C.E.) Succeeded by his son

THE DYNASTY OF OMRI

Israel and Its Neighbors

Israel and Judah had been fortunate to survive the first fifty years following the collapse of the
united monarchy in 922 B.C.E. The key to their survival came from the outside, because Egypt was
powerless and no one state had achieved dominance in Mesopotamia. For a brief time, it seemed
that the quiet period would end when Assyria, led by Asshur-nasirpal (884–860 B.C.E.), rose to
power and pushed all the way to the Mediterranean. His conquests probably did not reach as far
south as Israel, nor were they permanent. He set a standard for cruel treatment of captives that
other Assyrian rulers tried to emulate. In one inscription, he said of his captives,

I flayed as many nobles as had rebelled against me [and] draped their skins over the
pile [of corpses]; . . . some I erected on stakes on the pile. . . . I flayed many right
through my land [and] draped their skins over the walls.11

Because of such cruelties, the Assyrians were the most dreaded conquerors in the ancient Near East.
The more immediate problem for Israel was its relationship with Syria (called Aram in the

Hebrew text). Ben-Hadad, whose reign extended from about 884 to 842 B.C.E., was strong enough
to be a constant problem to Omri and his son Ahab. As a result, the two small countries alternated
between being at war and being allies. When no one else threatened them, they fought each other.
But whenever a threat arose from Assyria, they joined forces for mutual protection.
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FIGURE 7–5 King Omri of the Northen Kingdom of Israel established his capital city at Samaria
according to 1 Kings 16:24. This photograph shows the ruins of the palace likely used there by Omri
and Ahab.

Omri also renewed with Phoenicia the old alliance that had been so profitable for both David
and Solomon. To seal the covenant, Omri’s son Ahab was married to Jezebel, the daughter of the
king of Tyre. This marriage would have far-reaching effects upon Israelite society and religion.

Israel’s relations with Judah changed for the better during the Omrid dynasty. The two
kingdoms became allies, with Israel being the dominant party. To symbolize the union between
the two kingdoms, Athaliah, who probably was Ahab’s daughter (2 Kings 8:18, 26), was married
to Jehoram of Judah.

The Influence of Omri (1 Kings 16:21–28)

Omri (I, 876–869 B.C.E.), after overcoming brief opposition from another contender named
Tibni, moved quickly to organize his kingdom along the lines of the Davidic and Solomonic
kingdoms. He renewed old alliances, began building programs (which Ahab extended), and
moved the capital from Tirzah to the hill of Samaria.
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This last accomplishment (1 Kings 16:23–24) showed something of Omri’s sense of judg-
ment. From a military standpoint, the hill of Shemer, on which Omri and Ahab built Samaria, was
an excellent city site. A century later, it would take the Assyrian army several years to capture it.

By Omri’s time, water was no longer the problem it had been because the Israelites had de-
veloped the cistern in the tenth century. A cistern was an underground jug dug into the rock and
plastered with lime to keep it from leaking. During the rainy season, runoff water was channeled
into the cisterns to be stored for the dry months.

The ruins of Omri’s and Ahab’s palace have been found at Samaria. The exceptionally fine
masonry work enclosed an area 582 feet long by 424 feet wide. The palace, which Ahab built for
Jezebel, was 89 by 79 feet. In this palace were found many ivory pieces fitting the description in
1 Kings 22:39 as “the ivory house that he built.” During the Omri–Ahab years, extensive building
programs were carried out in other cities, including Megiddo.12 Omri’s power and influence can
also be seen in the fact that, many years after his death, Israel was known in Assyrian records as
“the land of Omri.” The Moabite Stone (found in 1868) also gives an account of how Moab was
conquered by Omri and lists the annual tribute or bribe the Moabites had to pay to Israel.
Mesha, the king of Moab who erected the stone, threw off Israelite control during Ahab’s wars
with Syria.13

Despite Omri’s achievements, the biblical writer only mentions that he built Samaria and
that “he did more evil than all who were before him” (1 Kings 16:25–28).

The Reign of Ahab (I, 869–850 B.C.E.) (1 Kings 16:29–22:4)

As far as the biblical writer was concerned, the news about Ahab was bad—first, last, and always.
He was worse than his father, Omri (16:30). He married Jezebel, an ardent worshiper of the
Canaanite god Baal, and he worshiped her gods. He also built altars to Baal and made an idol to
represent Asherah, Baal’s mistress. The implication is that he gave approval to human sacrifice as
part of worship (16:31–34).

Aside from the Bible, Ahab, in purely secular terms, was a much more impressive ruler. As
excavations at Megiddo, at Samaria, and now at Dor on the coastal plain attest, Ahab was a prodi-
gious builder, “the greatest of the builder kings between Solomon and Herod.” What once were
thought to be Solomon’s stables at Megiddo are now credited to Ahab. In the military realm,
Ahab was able to supply 2000 war chariots for the western alliance against Shalmaneser III at the
battle of Qarqar.14

Elijah Among the Prophets

Elijah was not the first prophet, but he significantly expanded the role of the prophetic figure,
andin later Jewish tradition, he became the symbol of the ideal prophet, as Moses was the symbol
of the ideal lawgiver (Luke 9:30, 33). Before examining Elijah, it may be helpful to look at the
whole idea of prophecy as it was practiced in Israel and Judah in the time of the monarchy. (In
this discussion, the term Israel will apply to all the people, north and south, not just those of the
Northern Kingdom.)

Israel was not alone in having prophets. Balaam (Num. 22:1–24:25) was not an Israelite, as
both the Bible and a recently found inscription show.15 Mari, a city in northern Mesopotamia, had
prophets who gave oracles (sayings) in much the same manner as the Israelite prophets.16,17

Furthermore, as later discussions will show, not all Israelite prophets were admirable men. Some
simply were “yes men” to the kings. But the true prophets of Israel were in a class by themselves.
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Canaanite Fertility Religion

One of Israel’s major problems from the day it entered Palestine was what to do about the Canaanite
culture and religion. The harsh demands for a holy war were one attempt to deal with the problem.
Israel’s leaders were intelligent enough to know that the sexually oriented religion of the Canaanites
would make the more demanding requirements of the worship of the LORD harder to live by. For this
reason, the uncompromising demands of the holy war, if carried out, would eliminate not only the re-
ligious shrines, but all who taught the religion.

But although holy war may have been practiced occasionally, it was not on a large scale. Israel
failed to conquer the land completely. Instead, the Canaanites were absorbed into the population,
even when Canaanite lands were taken. With the Canaanites came their culture and religion.

Imagine what it would be like to be Sam Israelite, who comes from the desert fringe, where his
principal occupation has been that of a shepherd. Suddenly, he finds himself in possession of a house
and land of his own. He is now a farmer. He plants his crops, but they fail. He has a Canaanite neigh-
bor who plants his crops and they produce abundantly.

He goes to his neighbor, Joe Canaanite, and says, “Say, Joe, how is it that your barley looks so
much better than mine?”

Joe answers, “Why, Sam, the problem with your crops is that you worship the wrong god. Your
god was okay when it came to warfare, but he is just not experienced at growing crops. Come with
me tomorrow to the shrine of Hadad. We are having our spring fertility dance and, man, are those
temple girls beauties. After all, Baal really knows how to make that barley grow!” It is not hard to
imagine what many Israelite men would have done in that case.

It was this religion that Jezebel was so ardently promoting in Israel. She also donated money to
it. In the court alone, there were 450 prophets of Baal and 400 prophets of Asherah (1 Kings 18:19).
Baalism threatened to sweep over the land, but one man—the prophet Elijah—stemmed the tide.

Three Hebrew terms are used to describe the prophets. Two of them, ro’eh and hozeh, are
often translated as “seer.” The third word is navi’, which probably meant “one who speaks for an-
other.” Thus, Aaron was the navi’ for Moses, because he was the one who spoke for Moses (Exod.
7:1). Moses, of course, was also desgnated as a navi’, because he spoke for God (Deut. 34:10). Seer
was a term used earlier to describe the prophets, but by the time of the great prophets in the
eighth to sixth centuries B.C.E., it was more of a derogatory term.

Two other related terms used to talk about prophets and prophecy in the ancient Near East
were ecstatic and diviner. Ecstatics were prophets whose prophecy came as part of an altered phys-
ical state, such as a trance or a frenzy. This was what was meant when Saul was described as being
among the prophets (1 Sam. 10:10–13). Ecstatic prophets did strange things and had strange ex-
periences. Diviners, on the other hand, read the signs of nature, such as the patterns of the clouds
or the patterns of the internal organs of animals, somewhat like the reading of palms or tea leaves
today. None of the great prophets were diviners in this sense of the word, but a number of them
(especially Ezekiel) did have some characteristics of the ecstatics.

Up until the time of Elijah, most of the prophets mentioned in the story of the Israelite
monarchy held official positions as royal advisors. Samuel, Gad, and Nathan often provided di-
vine counsel for Israel’s early kings. At a later point, Isaiah also functioned in this role. Of course,
their work could include confronting the king about disobedient behavior, such as Samuel did
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with Saul (1 Sam. 13:8–15) and Nathan did with David (2 Sam. 12:1–15). Elijah, however, is por-
trayed as a prophet entirely outside of the palace. His interactions with royal leaders were only
confrontational, and they did not seek his advice. Thus, Elijah separates the institutions of palace
and prophecy, and creates a distinct and independent role for prophets in the story of Israel.

These characteristics marked Israel’s prophets:

1. They claimed to speak for God, often introducing their sayings with formulas like “Thus
says the LORD.”

2. They were courageous persons, unafraid to deliver their message, regardless of the personal
danger involved.

3. They were moral persons who preached a message that demanded the highest moral living
from their hearers.

4. They were compassionate persons, sensitive to the difficulties of the poor and the oppressed.
5. They were sensitive persons, aware of what was happening in the world around them and

convinced that the LORD was in control of events.

Two other common misunderstandings of Old Testament prophets need to be mentioned.
First, the prophets were primarily concerned with their own time and what was about to happen
to their people. The desire to turn their messages into elaborate and esoteric predictions about
the distant future can often obscure the meaning of what they were saying. Their message has
meaning for later generations, including ours today, because they were applying divine principles
to the human problems they saw right in front of them. This is still the task of religion. Second,
time was the sure test of the validity of a prophet’s message. Readers often look back on these sit-
uations in the Old Testament and wonder how the audiences of the prophets ignored or misun-
derstood such obvious messages, but many times it was very difficult to distinguish between the
contradictory messages of two prophets. Naturally, the people often preferred the word of the
prophet with the more positive message. The same problem is with us today.

ELIJAH’S CONFRONTATIONS WITH AHAB AND JEZEBEL

Although there is no book in the Bible that bears Elijah’s name, he is given more space in the
Deuteronomistic History than any other prophet, including Isaiah and Jeremiah.

Elijah was a mysterious person. He would appear, give an oracle (pronouncement), and
disappear. He was a prophet of doom and a man who could be both courageous and cowardly.
His first confrontation was with Ahab. He appeared before Ahab to tell him that there would be a
three-year drought in Israel. The point was that Baal, whom worshipers claimed could bring rain,
was to be challenged at his own game (17:1). Elijah finished his immediate task and returned to
the eastern side of the Jordan, where he was in familiar territory and safe from Ahab’s clutches
(17:2–5). When the drought began to devastate the Transjordan, Elijah, at the LORD’s command,
went to Phoenicia, where he stayed with a widow and her son. The presence of the man of God in
her home brought prosperity to her and restored her son to life after he died (17:8–24).

Things were bad in Israel—so bad, in fact, that the king himself went out looking for
water for the royal animals. Accompanying Ahab was Obadiah. Unknown to Ahab and Jezebel,
during a purge by Jezebel, Obadiah had been responsible for saving one hundred prophets of
the LORD (18:1–6).

When Obadiah and Ahab separated to increase their chances of finding water, Obadiah met
Elijah. Elijah asked Obadiah to tell Ahab that he wanted to see him. Obadiah was afraid that if he
did, Elijah would disappear again. Finally, Obadiah was convinced and agreed to do as Elijah
asked (18:7–16).
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FIGURE 7–6 “Ahab took as his wife Jezebel . . . and went and served Baal, and worshiped him” (1 Kings
16:31). Baal was the god of the storm, and thus the god of fertility, since water was essential for the
growth of crops. This stele (stone monument) of Baal, which is from the nineteenth or eighteenth
century B.C.E., is from Ras Shamra. It shows the god holding a bolt of lightning.
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King and prophet confronted each other, each accusing the other of being a “troubler of
Israel.” Then Elijah issued a challenge: Bring the people and all the Baal prophets to Mount
Carmel for a test of strength (18:17–19).

Ahab took up the challenge and did as Elijah proposed. Mount Carmel was an ancient wor-
ship site, a mountain that juts out into the Mediterranean Sea on Palestine’s northern coast. Its
height causes clouds blowing in from the sea to release their moisture, so that the vegetation stays
green longer there than in any other place in Israel. The sure sign of severe drought was when the
vegetation on top of Mount Carmel withered (Amos 1:2). Thus, it was a favorite shrine for Baal
worshipers. Like Moses’ challenge to Pharaoh by the Nile, Elijah was issuing a challenge from the
LORD to play the contest on Baal’s home court (18:20).

The people gathered. Elijah challenged them to follow either Baal or the LORD. Then he
challenged the 450 Baal prophets to prepare a sacrifice. They were to call on Baal to ignite the fire,
as he was the god of storm and fire (lightning). Elijah would do the same thing and would call on
the LORD. The god who answered by fire would be the winner. The people agreed and pledged to
follow the god whose power was revealed (18:21–24).

The Baalites prepared their sacrifice and began a day-long ritual designed to evoke Baal’s
response. Doing a sort of limping dance, they circled the altar crying, “O Baal, answer us!” Noon
came, but there was no response from Baal. Elijah made sarcastic remarks and suggested that they
were not crying loud enough, that Baal was meditating, relieving himself, traveling, or perhaps
just sleeping. The frenzy among the prophets increased. They cut themselves, hoping that the
flow of blood would cause rain to fall. “But there was no voice, no answer, no response”
(18:25–29). The rain did not come. Baal had failed.

When evening came, the exhausted Baalites gave up their futile efforts. Elijah went into ac-
tion. He built an altar, prepared the sacrificial bull (which, ironically, was the symbol of Baal), and
then soaked everything thoroughly with water. Elijah’s prayer was simple:

“O LORD, God of Abraham, Isaac, and Israel, let it be known this day that you are the God
in Israel, that I am your servant, and that I have done all these things at your bidding.
Answer me, O LORD, answer me, so that this people may know that you, O LORD, are God,
and that you have turned their hearts back.” Then the fire of the LORD fell. (18:36–38)

What happened on Mount Carmel? Some say that lightning appeared; others say that the water
contained petroleum or gas. What happened really defies explanation, but it was a vital moment
in the history of a people. The LORD had beaten Baal at his own game by bringing rain when Baal
could not. Elijah took a practical approach to limiting the power of Baalism. He called upon the
people, who seized the Baal prophets and killed them, even as Jezebel had killed the prophets of
the LORD. Elijah did not stop Baalism completely, but he dealt it such a severe setback that it, at
least, did not envelop Judah as much as it had Israel (18:30–40).

When the rains came, Ahab had to ride furiously to get down the mountain. Elijah showed
his ability as a distance runner by outrunning Ahab’s chariot to Jezreel, some seventeen miles
away. It was just a warm-up for his encounter with Jezebel (18:41–46).

Courageous Elijah soon became cowardly Elijah when Jezebel heard what he had done to
her prophets. She sent him word that when she got her hands on him, it would be the end of him.
Elijah decided that it was time for him to beat a hasty retreat.

Being an experienced runner, he lost no time in putting distance between himself and
Jezebel. His servant could not keep up, so Elijah left him at Beersheba and continued south to-
ward Sinai. In the wilderness, where he stopped to rest, he prayed to the LORD to take his life.
Instead, he awoke to find food. After eating, he continued his journey (19:1–8).
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Arriving at Horeb (Sinai), Elijah rested in a cave. While he was there, the LORD appeared
(theophany) with an accusing question: “What are you doing here, Elijah?” (19:9). Instead of an-
swering the question, Elijah complained that he was the only faithful servant of the LORD left.
Told to go stand on the mountain, he experienced wind, earthquake, and fire, but the LORD did
not appear in any of the natural phenomena. Instead, in the quietness following the tumult, a
still, small voice asked the same accusing question: “What are you doing here, Elijah?” (19:13).
Elijah gave the same whining excuse (19:14). The answer came back: “Get up and get busy. There
are seven thousand people in Israel who are still faithful” (19:9–18). On his return, he found a
new disciple named Elisha (19:19–21).

The most dangerous enemy Ahab had was Ben-hadad of Syria. Warfare between the two
kingdoms was frequent, each side winning some and losing some. Ben-hadad laid siege to Samaria
and took tribute, as well as Ahab’s wives and children. Ahab, on the advice of an unknown prophet,
launched a surprise attack and routed the Syrians. Later, in a battle at Aphek in Transjordan near
the Sea of Galilee, Israel defeated Syria and took Ben-hadad prisoner. He pleaded for his life and
agreed to grant Ahab business concessions in Damascus. Ahab agreed to let Ben-hadad go. The un-
known prophet rebuked the king for freeing Ben-hadad to fight again. The prophet had seen the
war as a holy war in which Ben-hadad should have been killed (20:1–43).

Naboth’s story illustrates the changes that were taking place in Israel. On the surface Ahab’s
offer to buy his land seems fair, but Naboth’s refusal to sell illustrates the strong sense of respon-
sibility that Naboth had to preserve the family inheritance for his children. It was a legacy to be
passed on from generation to generation.

When Naboth refused, Ahab went home and sulked. Jezebel found out the cause of his un-
happiness and set out to get Ahab what he wanted (21:1–7).

Skillfully using the law to the advantage of the royal house, Jezebel bribed the village elders
to call a meeting of the group, of which Naboth probably was a member. Then she hired two of
the most dishonest witnesses that money could buy to swear that they had heard Naboth curse
God and the king. Two witnesses were required by the law to prove any charge (Deut. 17:6). The
penalty for blasphemy (cursing God) was death by stoning. After Naboth was accused, tried, and
convicted, the sentence was carried out (21:8–14). To compound the tragedy, Naboth’s supposed
crime also made his sons liable to the death penalty, thus effectively eliminating any heirs for the
property within his family (2 Kings 9:26).

The story of Naboth’s land illustrates two important matters: (1) the role of the prophet as
the conscience of the nation and (2) the transition of Israelite society from a nation of small, in-
dependent landowners to one in which most of the land was owned by a few wealthy men. This
left the rest of the population more or less at the mercy of the rich.

With the last obstacle out of the way, Ahab took over Naboth’s land. When he went to in-
spect it, however, the first person he saw was Elijah. Elijah pronounced the LORD’s judgment upon
Ahab and his family, and more specifically upon Jezebel. He said she would be eaten by dogs. This
was the most disgraceful thing that could happen to a person. Ahab repented, but it stayed the ex-
ecution for only a little while (21:15–29).

More Stories of Kings and Prophets

Before the incident described here, an important historical event had taken place. In 853 B.C.E., at
Qarqar on the Orontes River in northwestern Syria, Shalmaneser III of Assyria fought against an
alliance of western kings, including Ahab of Israel and Ben-hadad of Syria. They, along with other
small kingdoms, patched up their differences long enough to face a common enemy. A measure
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of Ahab’s prosperity can be seen in the fact that he furnished 2000 war chariots, half of the total
number of chariots used by the western alliance. The importance of this battle lies in the fact that
it can be dated precisely and thus is an invaluable aid in dating events in the Old Testament.18

Three years later (850 B.C.E.), Ahab and Ben-hadad were ready to go at it again. The bone 
of contention was Ramoth–Gilead, a border city in Transjordan. Ahab (I) called on Jehoshaphat
(J) to go to battle with him to recapture Ramoth–Gilead (22:1–4).

After assembling his troops and making it obvious what he was about to do, Ahab took
Jehoshaphat’s advice and consulted his 400 court prophets. They saw what the king wanted to do
and, because he fed and clothed them, they were not about to contradict his wishes. So, with one ac-
cord, the 400 told Ahab to go into battle and the LORD would give him victory. Jehoshaphat could not
accept that much agreement and asked if there was another prophet. Ahab replied that there was one,
Micaiah ben Imlah, but that he was a negative thinker who was always predicting doom (25:5–12).

At Jehoshaphat’s urging, Micaiah was called. When he seemed to agree with the 400, Ahab
was suspicious. Then Micaiah gave an oracle predicting the death of the king. He told of being in
the heavenly council (a way of emphasizing that the message was the LORD’s, not his) and hearing
the LORD say that he would cause Ahab’s prophets to lie to him (22:13–23).19

Ahab accepted the advice he wanted to accept and went to war. He left orders for Micaiah
to be jailed and fed bread and water until he returned. Micaiah’s last word was that if Ahab 
returned, the LORD had not spoken by him (22:24–28).

Ahab died in the battle, bleeding to death from a chance shot by a Syrian archer. When they
returned his body to Samaria, harlots washed themselves in the water made bloody from washing
his chariot. The water presumably gave them special appeal. The fate of Micaiah is unknown
(22:29–40).

The only reason Ahaziah rated any notice was that he was consulting a pagan god about an
injury he had received. When Elijah heard of it, he sent word to Ahaziah that he would die. When
Ahaziah sent soldiers to arrest Elijah, they met with disaster. Finally, he pleaded for Elijah to
come. When Elijah went, he simply repeated his judgment—that Ahaziah would die because he
consulted a pagan god (2 Kings 1:1–18).

Shortly afterward, Elisha, Elijah’s assistant, was told by a group of prophets that Elijah was
going to be taken away in a whirlwind. Elisha did not want to accept this prophecy. When it hap-
pened, Elijah’s mantle was left for Elisha, symbolizing his role as Elijah’s successor. Other
prophets saw Elisha as Elijah’s successor and joined with him, making him their mentor. Unlike
Elijah, who was a very private person, Elisha was more of a public figure and a political activist. As
a result, many miracle stories were told about him (2:1–25).

The relation of Mesha of Moab to Israel was that of vassal, described in the Moabite Stone.
During the Israelite–Syrian wars, he broke away. Jehoram (I) and Jehoshaphat (J) went on an 
expedition against Mesha. When they saw him sacrifice his son to his pagan god, they were horri-
fied and turned back.

Stories about Elisha (2 Kings 4:1–9:14)

Numerous stories grew out of Elisha’s ministry. Like Elijah, he was said to have helped a poor
widow (4:1–7). His prayer to the LORD was credited with making fruitful a barren woman who
had befriended him. Later, he restored her child to life when it died (4:8–37). He was said to have
made poisonous stew safe to eat and to have multiplied loaves of bread (4:38–44).

One of the most famous stories is about the healing of Naaman, a Syrian army com-
mander, of leprosy. Naaman had heard of Elisha through an Israelite slave girl. When
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FIGURE 7–7 Israel and Judah—850 B.C.E. Artwork by Margaret Jordan Brown, from Mercer Dictionary
of the Bible. © 1990, courtesy of Mercer University Press.
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Naaman came to Elisha, he offered to pay for the cure. Elisha refused but instructed Naaman
to wash seven times in the Jordan River. When the leprosy disappeared, he tried again to pay
Elisha, but the payment was refused. Then Gehazi, Elisha’s servant, saw a chance for some easy
money. He followed Naaman and, telling him that Elisha had changed his mind, took Naaman’s
money. When Elisha found out what Gehazi had done, he cursed him with Naaman’s leprosy
(5:1–27).

When Ben-hadad, king of Syria, tried to attack Israel, Elisha warned the Israelites and
frustrated Ben-hadad’s plans. Ben-hadad gave orders for Elisha’s capture, but they failed
(6:8–23). Then Ben-hadad attacked Samaria and laid siege to it. Food became so scarce that the
people resorted to cannibalism. Because Elisha had provoked the king (probably Jehoram), he
was blamed for the problems in Samaria, causing Jehoram to seek to arrest him. When the men
came to Elisha’s house, he told them that food would be plentiful by the next day. Having been
frightened by noises of what they thought was an army about to attack them, the Syrian army
fled during the night. Four Israelite lepers found their abandoned camp and brought the news
to the city (6:24–7:20). The supplies left by the Syrians fell to the Samaritans, fulfilling the
prophet’s prediction.

The final mention of Elisha shows him as a political activist. Called by the ill Ben-hadad of
Syria to predict whether he would die, Elisha confirmed that he would, sending word by the
messenger Hazael and telling him that Hazael would be king in his place. Hazael returned to
Ben-hadad and made Elisha’s prediction come true—he smothered Ben-hadad and seized the
throne (8:7–15).

In the meantime, Judah also had a king named Jehoram (849–842 B.C.E.), who managed 
to lose control of Edom. He married Athaliah, Ahab’s daughter. When he died, their son Ahaziah
(J, 842 B.C.E.) succeeded him. Ahaziah died that year (8:16–29). Jehoram of Israel (Joram) was
killed in a battle that same year by Jehu, a chariot commander in his army. Jehoram’s death and
Ahaziah’s death were the direct result of an action of Elisha. He chose Jehu to be king of Israel and
commissioned him to destroy the family of Ahab. Jehu’s army unit supported him and pro-
claimed him king (9:1–13).

JEHU TO JEROBOAM II (842–746 B.C.E.)

The century from 842 to 746 B.C.E. began with a violent purge and ended with the Northern
Kingdom’s most glorious days, under Jeroboam II. Although the Assyrians flourished for a short
time and forced Israel’s kings to pay tribute, their last serious threat came from Adad-nirari II. He
destroyed Syrian power in 802 B.C.E., but he was unable to follow up his advantage. Syria and
Assyria both were weak for the next fifty years.20

After Jehu was anointed king (9:1–13), he immediately set out to establish his power. King
Jehoram (Joram) of Israel was recovering at Jezreel from wounds received in the Syrian war. King
Ahaziah of Judah was visiting him. Jehu met the two kings at Naboth’s vineyard. Jehoram (I) was
killed immediately by an arrow through his heart. Ahaziah (J) was chased down and shot. He
managed to get to Megiddo before he died (9:14–29).

Going on to Jezreel, Jehu came to the house of Ahab’s wife, Jezebel, and had her thrown out
of a second-story window into the street. When soldiers came by later to pick up the body, all but
her hands had been eaten by dogs (9:30–37). Then Jehu systematically slaughtered all the relatives
of Ahab, as well as his close advisers. Ironically, if the reference to Jehu as “the son of Omri” on 
the Black Obelisk of Shalmaneser III of Assyria is correct, Jehu was killing members of his own
family!21 In addition, he killed relatives of the Judean king who had come north to visit
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FIGURE 7–8 “The time that Jehu reigned over Israel in Samaria was twenty-eight years” (2 Kings 10:36).
Jehu’s reign began with a bloodbath and ended in submission. “Jehu, son of Omri,” is shown in an
artist’s representation of a panel of the Black Obelisk on display in the British Museum. He is paying
tribute to Shalmaneser III of Assyria. Courtesy of The British Museum. Drawn by Buford Winfrey.

(10:1–17). Pretending he was a Baal worshiper, he called a meeting of Baal worshipers. When they
gathered together, they too were slaughtered (10:18–31).

What Jehu did was the equivalent of a new president’s taking office and having all members
of the former president’s family, all his advisers, and all government workers killed. It also had the
same effects that such a purge would have on the government of the United States—Jehu’s new
government was very unskilled. Later on, Hosea, an eighth-century prophet of Israel, would con-
demn the bloodthirstiness of Jehu. Jehu lost territory to Syria (10:32–36) and paid tribute to
Shalmaneser III of Assyria in 841 B.C.E.

The next two Israelite kings were not particularly distinguished. Jehoahaz (I, 815–801
B.C.E.) was reduced by the Syrians to a military weakling. His successor, Jehoash (I, 801–786
B.C.E.), had a bit more success than his father, because the Assyrians had virtually destroyed Syria
in 801 B.C.E. It was during his reign that Elisha died (13:1–25).

Israel’s last burst of prosperity came during the reign of Jeroboam II, who combined with
Uzziah of Judah (J, 783–742 B.C.E.) to extend the limits of the Hebrew kingdoms to those
achieved during the days of David and Solomon. Such prosperity was made possible by two
things: (1) Assyria’s defeat of Syria in 801 B.C.E., combined with Assyria’s own fifty-year weakness
after that event, and (2) the talents of Jeroboam as a military leader and civil administrator.
Uzziah of Judah seems to have been equally talented. While condemning his religious failures, the
narrator speaks volumes in one verse about Jeroboam:

He restored the border of Israel from Lebo-hamath as far as the sea of the Arabah,
according to the word of the LORD, the God of Israel, which he spoke by his servant
Jonah son of Amatti, the prophet, who was from Gath-hepher. (14:25)

Even the Syrian capital of Damascus came under Israelite control.

Another quick succession of kings in Israel (2 Kings 15:8–31). After Jeroboam’s death, if one
became king in Israel, it was almost a guarantee that he would be murdered. Had there been an
insurance company to insure the lives of kings, it almost certainly would have been bankrupted.
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The following table lists the four kings of Israel immediately following Jeroboam, the length of
their reign, and the fate of each:

King Period of Reign Fate

Zechariah (746–745 B.C.E.) Murdered by Shallum

Shallum (745 B.C.E.[1 month]) Murdered by Menahem

Menahem (745–738 B.C.E.) Became Assyrian vassal

Pekahiah (738–737 B.C.E.) Murdered by Pekah

Pekah (I), Jotham (J), Ahaz (J), and the Syro–Ephraimitic War (2 Kings 15:27–16:20; see also Isa.
7:1–25). As the threat from the Assyrian Empire approached, the story of the two kingdoms be-
comes entangled, and it is difficult to keep them separate as they dealt with this common threat.
At the beginning of the reign of Pekah (I, 737–732 B.C.E.), the Assyrians struck against the north-
ern region of Israel (later known as Galilee). Pekah probably had failed to pay the required money
into the Assyrian treasury. At the same time, Jotham (J, 742?–735 B.C.E.) was ruling in Judah, hav-
ing been coregent with Uzziah for many years. A coregent was one who carried out the king’s du-
ties when the king was unable to perform them.

Jotham was succeeded by Ahaz (J, 735–715 B.C.E.), his son. Pekah, smarting under Assyrian
rule, tried to stir up a rebellion against Assyria. In that action, he was supported by Rezin, king of
Syria. When Ahaz refused to join, Pekah and Rezin threatened to invade Judah and put their own
man on the throne.

Israel and Syria did attack Judah in 734 B.C.E., but the attack was unsuccessful, just as the
prophet Isaiah had told King Ahaz (Isa. 7:1–25). Ahaz, however, put more trust in Assyria’s armed
might than he did in the prophet’s promises. He carried a huge bribe to Tiglath-pileser to buy his
favor. Ahaz went out of his way to prove his loyalty to Tiglath, even to the extent of setting up a
bronze altar to the chief Assyrian deity in the Temple court. In addition, he commanded that reg-
ular sacrifices be made to the deity (16:1–20).

Meanwhile, back in Israel, disaster was developing. Tiglath probably needed no encourage-
ment from Ahaz to invade. In 734 B.C.E., he followed the international highway south, knocking
out Philistine cities that were also involved in the rebellion. Then, he reduced Israel to a few
square miles of territory in the central hill country surrounding Samaria. In 732 B.C.E., he de-
stroyed Damascus, killed Rezin, and added Syria to his empire (16:9).

With the fall of Samaria, the kingdom of Israel disappeared, never to rise again. The bibli-
cal writers saw the LORD at work in its downfall, just as Amos and Hosea saw its inevitable ruin.
The narrators named Jeroboam I as the chief culprit. He had brought about the division of the
kingdom and had introduced the golden calves as objects of worship (17:7–23).

Assyria’s policy of switching populations among its vassal states was continued in the
Northern Kingdom by Shalmaneser and Sargon II. That action would produce a mixed race of
people known in later times as the Samaritans. That result came about when the new inhabitants
intermarried with the poor people who had been left in the land. The mixing of cultures included
a mixing of religions. This mixed religion would be looked down upon with contempt by later
Jews because they felt the true worship of the LORD had been corrupted (17:24–41).

THE DESTRUCTION OF THE NORTHERN KINGDOM

Hoshea (I, 732–722/21 B.C.E.), Israel’s last king (2 Kings 17:1–41). Hoshea, like most of his im-
mediate predecessors, became king by murder. Pekah became his victim in 732 B.C.E. Hoshea
played the role of the obedient servant to Assyria for a time, but when Tiglath-pileser died in 
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727 B.C.E., Hoshea got ideas about rebellion. The change of kings always was a time of testing, be-
cause major empires, like Assyria, also had those who coveted the kingship enough to murder for
it. The vassal states hoped for a power struggle, thus giving them an opportunity to regain their
freedom from the overlords, who were beset with internal problems.

Hoshea had chosen an inadequate ally when he appealed to Egypt for help. Egypt was like
an aged man who had been living on a starvation diet. It could hardly support itself, much less
offer help in a rebellion against Assyria. Shalmaneser V of Assyria (726–722 B.C.E.) struck
Samaria in 725 B.C.E. and besieged the city. That siege showed that Omri had chosen well when
he moved the capital to Samaria. It took the armies of Assyria three years to capture it in
722/722 B.C.E. (17:1–6).

When the Assyrians, led by Sargon II, finally were able to break down Israel’s last remaining
stronghold, Samaria, in 722/721 B.C.E., the Northern Kingdom died. Although some think
Sargon’s brother, Shalmaneser, actually was the one who did it (2 Kings 17:1–6; 18:9–12), Sargon
took the credit and boasted that he removed 27,290 captives to other locations and, in turn, re-
populated the city with captives from other territories that he had captured.

Apparently the Assyrian notion of how to run an empire involved forced removal and re-
settlement of peoples. The Bible itself provides very little information about the Northern
Kingdom after this event, but this would explain the apparent end of the northern tribes as an
identifiable political or social entity. Judah was able to avoid destruction by the Assyrian Empire,
although it is unclear exactly how. King Ahaz of Judah did not join in the alliance against Assyria
with Israel and Syria, but seems to have made an arrangement with Assyria that likely involved
the payment of tribute. Assyria threatened Judah again during the reign of Hezekiah. 2 Kings 
19 reports the mysterious death of nearly 200,000 Assyrian soldiers who were on the brink of an
invasion of Judah. This part of the story will be addressed more fully in the next chapter.
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Study Questions
1. How was Solomon’s reign more like that of

other Eastern kings rather than like his father’s
reign?

2. How did David’s reign pave the way for Solomon’s
success?

3. What were Solomon’s strengths and weaknesses as
a king?

4. What were the major sections of Solomon’s Temple
and the function of each?

5. How did Solomon pay for his building projects?
6. What two dates are pivotal for the development of

chronologies for the Old Testament, and how are
they determined?

7. What factors contributed to the negative reaction
of the northern tribes to Rehoboam?

8. What advantages and disadvantages did Jeroboam
have as he began his rule over the Northern Kingdom
(Israel)?

9. Why was Israel called the land of Omri for many
years after that king’s short reign?

10. Why was Omri able to make Samaria his capital,
and what were its advantages?

11. Why did the worship of Baal appeal to the Israelites
so strongly?

12. How were the messages of the great prophets related
to the future?
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13. What were the issues in Elijah’s contest with Baal’s
prophets on Mount Carmel?

14. Why did Ahab handle Elijah differently from the
way Jezebel dealt with him?

15. What changes in Israelite society does the story of
Naboth reflect?

16. Who was Miciah ben Imlah? What is his signifi-
cance in the story of Ahab?

17. How are the portrayals of Elijah and Elisha alike,
and how do they differ?

18. In what ways did Jehu’s purge of the house of Omri
contribute to the instability of Israel?

19. What international conditions made it possible for
Israel and Judah to flourish during the reigns of
Jeroboam II and Uzziah?

20. How might Jeroboam’s reign be evaluated from a
purely political perspective?
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8 The Division of the Monarchy II
The Story of the Southern Kingdom

C H A P T E R

173

Timeline
922 B.C.E. Division of the united monarchy into the Northern and Southern

Kingdoms and beginning of the reign of Rehoboam in Judah

735 B.C.E. Beginning of the reign of Ahaz and the Syro–Ephraimitic crisis

715 B.C.E. Beginning of the reign of Hezekiah

701 B.C.E. Sannacherib’s invasion

700 B.C.E. Approximate beginning of the rise of the Babylonian Empire

640 B.C.E. Beginning of the reign of Josiah

612 B.C.E. Fall of Ninevah

605 B.C.E. Beginning of the reign of Nebuchadnezzar in Babylon

597 B.C.E. First Deportation of Judahites to Babylon

586 B.C.E. Destruction of Jerusalem by the Babylonians

Chapter Outline
I. Judah After the Division

II. Judah after the Destruction of Israel
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CHAPTER OVERVIEW

While the story of the Northern Kingdom of Israel continued for about two centuries, as
recorded in the previous chapter, the kingdom of Judah made its own way in the south under the
rule of the Davidic dynasty. This chapter will describe the three and a half centuries of the king-
dom of Judah after the division of the monarchy. The kings of Judah will be labeled with a J, and
the same estimated dates used in Chapter 7 will be used to provide approximate time frames for
their reigns. In most cases, the stories of these kings in the books of 1 and 2 Kings will be supple-
mented by parallel texts in 2 Chronicles, which provides information only about the Southern
Kingdom. Chapter 7 described the appearance of prophets in the Northern Kingdom, Those who
were only narrative characters, like Elijah and Elisha, were described more fully, while those we
know primarily from books that have their names on them will be discussed in later chapters.
This chapter will follow the same pattern, with the exception of Isaiah, the only prophet to appear
prominently in the books of I and 2 Kings and to have a separate book named for him.

JUDAH AFTER THE DIVISION

Rehoboam’s Reign (1 Kings 14:21–31)

Rehoboam (J, 922–915 B.C.E.) had a notably unsuccessful reign. Not only did he have to deal with
the revolt of the northern tribes, but he also had a war on his southern border. Shishak of Egypt
had dreams of reviving the glory of the Egyptian Empire. To do that, he had to control Palestine
and its vital highways. He attacked in the south, penetrating the hill country and the coastal plain.
He extended his conquests all the way north to Megiddo, as both Egyptian records and an in-
scription found at Megiddo attest. Jerusalem, as well as a number of cities in the hill country,
came under attack, forcing Rehoboam to pay an enormous bribe to keep Shishak from destroying
the city (14:21–28).1 At his death, Rehoboam was succeeded by his son Abijam (14:29–31).

Abijam and Asa of Judah (1 Kings 15:1–24)

The reports on the reigns of Abijam (J, 915–913 B.C.E.) and Asa (J, 913–873 B.C.E.) are confusing
for a number of reasons. They are identified in 1 Kings 15:8 as father and son, but 15:2 and 15:10
identify the same mother for both of them,“Maacah, daughter of Abishalom.” Maacah is given an
official designation in 15:16, using the rare Hebrew word, geviyrah, which is most often translated
as “Queen-mother.” This word appears only fifteen times in the Hebrew Bible and has a variety of
meanings, seeming to be the only case in which it is specifically used to designate a woman within
an Israelite royal family. In fact, this verse reports that Asa removed Maacah from this position
because she worshipped the goddess Asherah. Both Abijam and Asa are reported to have contin-
ued the war with Jereboam of Israel. Abijam’s reign was quite short, while Asa’s was extremely
long, and the latter is credited with significant religious reforms. The parallel account in 2
Chronicles alters the story significantly. It alters Abijam’s name to Abijah and changes the name
of his mother, to clear up the problem of he and Asa having the same mother in 1 Kings. It also
credits Abijah with significant military success against Jereboam and the Northern Kingdom,
even in his short reign. He captured Bethel, Jeshanah, and Ephron. This pushed Israel’s front lines
back some six to eight miles in places (2 Chron. 13:1–22; 1 Kings 15:1–8).

The war with Israel continued during Asa’s reign. Baasha of Israel was able to move within
five miles of Jerusalem, where he fortified Ramah, a town on the main road through the hills. In
desperation, Asa sent an expensive bribe to Ben-hadad, the king of Syria, to persuade him to attack
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Israel. Ben-hadad obliged, invading the northern and eastern territories of Israel and capturing a
number of cities, including Dan and Hazor. This forced Baasha (I) to retreat. Asa took advantage
of the retreat to use the materials in the fortifications at Ramah to strengthen Mizpeh and Geba. In
recent years, evidence of the fortifications has been found by archaeologists (15:9–24).2 In 2
Chronicles 14:9–15, there is a story of another military attack on Judah by Zerah the Egyptian, but
Asa was successful in defeating his armies. Both 1 Kings and 2 Chronicles evaluate Asa positively,
more because of his religious reforms than his military successes. This report is the beginning of
an interest in religious reform that will intensify as the story of Judah continues.

Jehoshaphat (J, 873–849 B.C.E.), a Good King 
(1 Kings 22:41–50)

With the coming of Ahab to the throne of Israel, relations between the two states took a more positive
turn. Jehoshaphat and Ahab formed an alliance, confirming it with the marriage of Jehoshaphat’s
son Jehoram and Ahab’s daughter Athaliah (2 Kings 8:18, 26). They united to fight their old nemesis,
Syria. The disastrous results of this war were foretold by Micaiah ben Imlah (1 Kings 22).3

After the incident involving Micaiah, Jehoshaphat’s reign is summarized briefly. For the
most part, his was a positive rule that rooted out corrupt religious practices, made peace with
Israel, took control of Edom, and tried to reestablish sea trade through Ezion-geber. He was suc-
ceeded by Jehoram (J, 849–842 B.C.E.).

Jehoram (J, 849–842 B.C.E.) and Ahaziah (J, 842 B.C.E.) 
(2 Kings 9:16–29; 10:1–17)

From 849 to 842 B.C.E., both states had kings named Jehoram, although Israel’s king is sometimes
called Joram. Neither king was notable. Judah’s king Jehoram escaped the Jehu uprising, de-
scribed in Chapter 8 of this book, dying before it took place, but his son and successor, Ahaziah,
was not so fortunate. Both he and Jehoram (Joram) of Israel were Jehu’s victims (2 Kings
9:16–29). In addition, those of Ahaziah’s relatives who were so unfortunate as to be in Israel dur-
ing the uprising also became Jehu’s victims (2 Kings 10:1–17).

Athaliah (J, 842–837 B.C.E.) (2 Kings 11:1–21)

The only woman to rule either kingdom was Athaliah of Judah, the mother of Ahaziah, whom
Jehu had killed. She seized power and started a purge of her own but failed to kill prince Joash, a
small boy who was hidden in the Temple for six years by his aunt, Jehosheba. Eventually, Jehoiada,
the chief priest, led a coup that overthrew Athaliah and put seven-year-old Joash on the throne.4

Joash (J, 837–800 B.C.E.), the Boy King (2 Kings 12:1–21)

Joash’s long reign was peaceful except for an attack by Syria led by Hazael. Hazael was bribed to
withdraw, using monies that Joash had collected to repair the Temple, along with any other
money he could find.

Amaziah (J, 800–783 B.C.E.) (2 Kings 14:1–22)

Amaziah came to the throne after his father, Joash, was assassinated. This in itself was a testimony
to the stability of Judah’s government, because the succession to the throne of the Davidic line
could survive even attempted coups. Warfare between Israel and Judah broke out once more,
resulting in Amaziah’s (J) capture by the army of Jehoash (I).
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Uzziah (J, 783–742? B.C.E.) (2 Kings 15:1–7; 2 Chron. 26:1–23)

Uzziah is given no more notice in 2 Kings than Jeroboam (I). Yet he also brought to his kingdom
unparalleled prosperity. In the Chronicler’s history, his accomplishments are more fully told:
(1) He conquered the Philistine territory and reestablished Judah’s control of the vital coastal
highway; (2) he pushed back the Ammonites and the Arabs of Transjordan and in the Negev to
the traditional borders of Egypt; (3) he fortified Jerusalem and cities in the Negev, as well as in the
foothills of Judah and the coastal plain; (4) he promoted agriculture; and (5) he modernized his
army, equipping it with the latest weapons (2 Chron. 26:1–15).

During his reign, he became a leper. The Chronicler blamed the disease on Uzziah’s pride,
which caused him to try to assume the priestly role. When he became angry because of the
priests’ opposition, “a leprous disease broke out on his forehead, in the presence of the priests in
the house of the LORD” (2 Chron. 26:19). A leper was segregated from all public contact. This
meant that even though Uzziah was still called the king, his son Jotham, as coregent, carried on
his duties as king until Uzziah died in 742 B.C.E. Some, however, would date his death to 735 B.C.E.,
the same year Jotham died.

Judah during Israel’s Last Days

When Tiglath-pileser III came to the throne in Assyria, Judah had ideas of rebellion, but soon de-
cided that this was not the wisest course of action. In 743 B.C.E., Judah under Uzziah had led a
coalition of western states in opposition to Assyria, but it was unsuccessful in its attempts to stop
Tiglath-pileser III. When Ahaz (J, 735–715 B.C.E.) came to the throne, he faced a more immediate
threat from Israel, led by Pekah, and Syria, whose king was Rezin. These two kings tried to persuade

FIGURE 8–1 “[Hezekiah] rebelled against the king of Assyria and would not serve him” (2 Kings 18:7).

Hezekiah had this tunnel, which brought water from the Gibon Spring into Jerusalem, dug as a defensive

measure. Courtesy of the Israeli Antiquities Authority.
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Ahaz to join them in opposing Tiglath-pileser III. Unlike his grandfather Uzziah, however, he
chose to join Assyria rather than to fight it. He therefore appealed to Assyria to help against the
threats by his neighbors. Tiglath-pileser III readily obliged, taking tribute from Ahaz and quickly
subduing Syria and Israel.

JUDAH AFTER THE DESTRUCTION OF ISRAEL

Isaiah and the Kings of Judah

Soon after the destruction of Israel, Judah was blessed with Hezekiah (715–687/686 B.C.E.), one
of its best kings, according to the evaluations of the writers of both Kings and Chronicles. This
evaluation was based primarily on Hezekiah’s efforts to reform religious practices in Judah.
This is a place where multiple books of the Bible intersect. Isaiah, the prophet, appears in the
story of Hezekiah, and much of I Kings 18–20 is copied in the book of Isaiah (ch. 36–39). II
Chronicles 29–32 gives even greater attention to Hezekiah’s religious reforms, but removes al-
most all of the references to Isaiah. The prophet Isaiah served as counselor to Ahaz in the midst
of the Assyrian crisis.

ISAIAH AND AHAZ (ISAIAH 7). Previously, Isaiah had advised Hezekiah’s father, Ahaz, but
Ahaz did not welcome Isaiah’s advice. Ahaz was troubled by the threat of Syria and Israel. Isaiah
gave him a message from the LORD to ignore the threats. Instead, he counseled, “Take heed, be
quiet, do not fear,” for the little tyrants threatening him would soon vanish. The prophet showed
his contempt for King Pekah (I) by referring to him only as the “son of Remaliah” (7:5–9).

Ahaz ignored the warnings, even though Isaiah continued to issue them. Isaiah gave an-
other son the ominous name Maher-shalal-hash-baz. (Someone suggested that he was nick-
named “Hash” because his name was so long!) The name means “Quick loot, fast plunder” (TEV)
and describes the greed and destructiveness of the Assyrians. Isaiah told Ahaz that if he refused
the LORD’s peaceful waters, he would find himself floundering in the Assyrian flood (8:1–15). The
reference to the waters of Shiloah (“peaceful waters”) probably referred to the waters of an irriga-
tion stream that ran along the edge of the Kidron Valley, while “the River” was the Tigris–Euphrates
and, by extension, the Assyrians who came from that region (8:5–8).

Finally, because the people would not listen to him, a frustrated Isaiah told his disciples to
record what he had said. If the people were more interested in listening to fortune-tellers than to
the word of the LORD, then that was their responsibility (8:16–21).

ISAIAH AND HEZEKIAH (2 KINGS 18:1–20:21; ISA. 20:1–6; ISA. 36:1–39:8). Isaiah found a
more receptive listener in Hezekiah (715–687/686 B.C.E.), who succeeded his father, Ahaz. Isaiah
was Hezekiah’s friend and counselor in at least two major crises during his reign—the Ashdod re-
bellion and Sennacherib’s invasion.

Hezekiah came to the throne when Assyria’s attention was diverted from the western states.
Given a bit of breathing room, he set out to reform the religious practices in Judah. He moved
vigorously to destroy the pagan altars built by his father and destroyed shrines where Baal wor-
ship still persisted. One such place where an altar probably was destroyed was at Arad, south of
Jerusalem in the Negev region, where a temple had existed since early in Judah’s history. The altar
was destroyed either in Hezekiah’s reform or in a later reform by Josiah. Similarly, the remains of
an altar were found at Beersheba, where the stone was reused as building material.5 Hezekiah
even destroyed the bronze serpent made by Moses that was kept in the Temple as a reminder of
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FIGURE 8–2 The Assyrian Empire.

Israel’s days in the wilderness. It had become an object of worship, with people burning incense
to it as if it were divine. The evaluation of Hezekiah was that

He trusted in the LORD, the God of Israel; so that there was no one like him among all
the kings of Judah after him, or among all the kings of Judah before him. (2 Kings 18:5)

He slightly enlarged his kingdom, especially at the expense of the Philistines. For a short period of
time, he also refused to pay tribute to the Assyrians (18:1–12).

Soon, Assyria was advancing in the direction of Judah again. In 714 B.C.E., the people of
Ashdod, a Philistine city, tried to lead a rebellion against the Assyrians. Egypt, which, for a
change, had a strong king, encouraged the rebellion because the Assyrian power was too close to
its borders. Hezekiah was invited to join the leaders of the other small western states.

Isaiah advised Hezekiah to steer clear of the fight. To emphasize the gravity of what he said,
Isaiah walked about Jerusalem naked and barefoot for three years. This was to stress what could
happen to Judah if Hezekiah was foolish enough to oppose the Assyrians. Although such an ac-
tion would seem strange to us today, Isaiah was portraying an all-too-familiar sight to the
Judeans—naked captives of war being paraded through the streets (Isa. 20:1–6).

Hezekiah seems to have stayed out of the rebellion that was crushed in 711 B.C.E. But trou-
ble would not stay away for long. Near the end of Sargon’s life, revolt flared again in the Assyrian
Empire. Babylon, under Merodoach-baladan, led the revolt. Egypt stirred up the western states,
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including Judah, hoping to regain a foothold for itself in Palestine. The descriptions in 2 Kings
20:12–19 of envoys from Merodoach-baladan, who came to Hezekiah from Babylon, may repre-
sent an attempt to persuade Hezekiah to join the revolt. Isaiah protested that dealings with
Babylon would bring troubles in the future.6

Hezekiah was drawn to the conflict, however, with much the same results. Expecting an in-
vasion by Sennacherib (704–681 B.C.E.), he set about strengthening the defenses of Jerusalem.
Among other things, to ensure a safe water supply, he had a tunnel dug from the Gihon Spring in
the Kidron Valley to a pool inside the city. The source of the spring was then covered so that the
enemy could not find it. In New Testament times, the pool into which it flowed was known as the
Pool of Siloam. The tunnel, which still exists, is more than 1700 feet long and represents an un-
usual feat of engineering for such an early time. In the tunnel, an inscription describing how it
was dug was accidentally found by a young Arab boy who was wading through it. It is still possi-
ble to go through the tunnel today.7

One water tunnel was not enough to stop Sennacherib. In 701 B.C.E., he attacked the coast
and the land east of the Jordan, taking forty-seven Judean cities and, in his words, shutting
Hezekiah up in Jerusalem “like a bird in a cage.” Hezekiah emptied his treasury, the Temple treas-
ury, and even stripped the gold decorations from the Temple to pay off Sennacherib (2 Kings
18:13–16; Isa. 36:1).

Yet, a different picture of Sennacherib’s success is presented in 2 Kings 18:17–19:37. After
threats were made by Sennacherib’s officers about what the Assyrians would do to the city (2 Kings
18:17–37; Isa. 36:2–22), Hezekiah consulted Isaiah. Isaiah assured him that Sennacherib would
withdraw and would be killed in his own country (2 Kings 19:1–7; Isa. 37:1–7).

In the meantime, when the Egyptian King Tirhakah threatened Sennacherib’s southern
flank, Sennacherib withdrew long enough to put down the threat. When that was finished, he re-
turned to renew his seige of Jerusalem. Once again, he sent threatening letters to Hezekiah (2
Kings 19:8–13). And Hezekiah once more went to the Temple to pray, and Isaiah, as spokesman
for the LORD, brought the answer to that prayer. He reassured Hezekiah that Jerusalem would not
fall. In fact, he said that not one arrow would be shot into Jerusalem, nor would any siege mound
be built around it. He repeated the prediction that Sennacherib would return home and be mur-
dered (2 Kings 19:14–34; Isa. 37:8–35).

Some think that there were two invasions by Sennacherib. The main reasons given are as
follows:

1. The account in Kings says that Hezekiah submitted and paid a heavy tribute to Sennacherib
(2 Kings 19:13–16).

2. Yet, Isaiah said that Sennacherib would not take Jerusalem, nor would he even lay siege to it
(2 Kings 19:32–34; Isa. 37:33–35).

3. In 2 Kings 19:9, it says that “King Tirhakah of Ethiopia” opposed Sennacherib. But accord-
ing to Egyptian records, Tirhakah became coregent of Ethiopia (Egypt) only in 690/689
B.C.E. and did not become king until 685/84 B.C.E. He probably was no more than ten years
old in 701 B.C.E.

Some simply say that the differences can be accounted for by realizing that the biblical account
and Sennacherib’s account are told from two different points of view. Others are led to conclude
that there were two invasions by Sennacherib. The first, in 701 B.C.E., devastated Judah, causing
Hezekiah to pay heavy tribute. The second, around 690/689 B.C.E., was the one in which Isaiah
made the prediction that Sennacherib would never take Jerusalem. 2 Kings 18–19 contains a descrip-
tion of that invasion. Sennacherib started to attack Jerusalem, only to be drawn away by
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Hezekiah’s Illness

Hezekiah was the king of Judah during the late
eighth century B.C.E. Stories of his reign, particu-
larly those related to the invasion of the Assyrian
Empire, are recorded in 2 Kings 18–21. A parallel
account of these episodes in Hezekiah’s life ap-
pears in Isaiah 36–39. One of these stories reports
that Hezekiah became ill after God miraculously
repelled the Assyrian invasion. This illness is the
occasion of one of Hezekiah’s encounters with the
prophet Isaiah. In 2 Kings 20:1, Isaiah tells
Hezekiah’s that he is about to die from his illness.
This report is followed by Hezekiah’s prayer. Isaiah is commanded by God to go back to Hezekiah and tell
him that his prayer has been granted and that he will live for fifteen more years. Isaiah’s command in 20:7
to have a compress of figs applied to Hezekiah’s boil is somewhat puzzling. Is the boil the potentially fatal
illness? Does God heal Hezekiah or does the treatment prescribed by Isaiah?

Isaiah also gives Hezekiah a sign that he will be cured, and Isaiah describes a strange event involv-
ing something called the dial or steps of Ahaz. Apparently, this was some type of device or structure with
divisions over which a shadow moved as the day passed. The sign of Hezekiah’s healing will be the back-
ward movement of this shadow. Isaiah 38 reports these events, leaving out the fig compress and adding a
lengthy prayer by Hezekiah after he has recovered.

Both 2 Kings 21 and Isaiah 39 use the occasion of Hezekiah’s recovery to report the visit of
Babylonian envoys. These envoys come bringing a gift from the Babylonian king, who had heard about
Hezekiah’s illness and recovery. In a strange turn, these envoys are given a tour of Ahaz’s palace and all of
his belongings. Ahaz reports the visit of the envoys to Isaiah, who makes predictions about the future. In
the book of Isaiah particularly, this visit of the Babylonian envoys seems to be an oblique way of report-
ing the Babylonian invasion and destruction of Jerusalem.

Tirhakah’s threat. After taking care of that, he came back, only to meet disaster in the form of a
devastating plague that struck his army. As the historian writes:

That very night the angel of the LORD set out and struck down one hundred eighty-
five thousand in the camp of the Assyrians; when morning dawned, they were all
dead bodies. (19:35; Isa. 37:36)

Later, Sennacherib was murdered by his own sons (19:36–37; Isa. 37:37–38).8

One other narrative (other than the visit by the Babylonian representatives, which probably
preceded the Sennacherib invasion) concerns Isaiah and Hezekiah. Hezekiah was ill. The prophet
came and told him he would die. Hezekiah prayed, requesting that he be permitted to live longer.
Isaiah then returned and said that Hezekiah would live another fifteen years. As a sign that he
would recover, the shadow of the sundial was to go back ten steps (Isa. 38:1–8).

Bad Days under Manasseh (2 Kings 21:1–18; 2 
Chron. 33:1–20)

Israel’s historians had little good to say about Manasseh. Both the Bible and Assyrian records in-
dicate that he was a puppet king. 2 Chronicles 33:11–13 reports that he once was bound with
chains and taken before an Assyrian king in Babylon.9
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His reign saw a rebirth of Baal worship in Judah. He rebuilt the high places where he set up
altars to the Canaanite fertility gods and goddesses. He also built altars in the Temple area for the
worship of the star deities (“the host of heaven”), also showing Assyrian influence. He practiced
human sacrifice, even burning his own son on an altar to a pagan god; and he encouraged the
practices of black magic and fortune-telling. Those who opposed him were severely persecuted:

Manasseh shed very much innocent blood, until he had filled Jerusalem from one
end to another. (2 Kings 21:16)

Josiah, the Boy King (2 Kings 22:1–23:30)

When Amon (642–640 B.C.E.) tried to continue the policies of his father, Manasseh, he signed his
own death warrant. After ruling for two years, he was assassinated. His eight-year-old son, Josiah,
was put on the throne in his place.

Josiah (640–609 B.C.E.) came to the throne at a time when Assyria was fading as a world
power. Egypt was still weak, and Babylon had not yet become a threat to the western states.
Because he was only eight years old, the government actually was controlled by the High Priest,
who was the chief religious official of the kingdom (2 Kings 22:1–2).

Hilkiah, the High Priest, influenced Josiah to take strong action early in his reign to destroy
the pagan religions that Manasseh had so ardently promoted. This activity extended even into the
cities of the old Northern Kingdom. This seems to have begun in 627 B.C.E., the year that
Asshurbanapal, the last strong Assyrian king, died.10

Changes under Josiah (2 Kings 22:3–23:27)11

Finding the scroll (2 Kings 22:3–20). If the High Priest hoped to shape the young king’s
thinking to cause a return to the basic religious foundations of the nation, he did a good job.
Efforts at reform may have begun as early as 630 B.C.E. and gained intensity over the years.

In 622 B.C.E., an important event took place. On instructions from Josiah, a major cleansing of
the Temple began under the direction of Hilkiah, the High Priest (22:3–7). In the process of clean-
ing out the building, a scroll containing a version of the Law of Moses was found. The manuscript
was taken to the king’s secretary, Shaphan, who in turn reported its discovery to the king (22:8–10).

When the scroll was read to Josiah, he was greatly upset and tore his clothes in despair.
He immediately gave orders that Huldah, a prophetess, should be consulted about the course of
action that should be taken (22:11–13). The oracle that Huldah gave spoke of the LORD’s displeas-
ure at idol worship in Judah, but it promised that Josiah would prosper because of his penitent 
attitude (22:14–20).12

Covenant renewal and religious reform (2 Kings 23:1–17). When Josiah received word of
Huldah’s oracle, he led the people in a ceremony of covenant renewal (23:1–3). But he went fur-
ther than just pledging to keep the law of the LORD; he applied the law in practical ways to the situ-
ation. Josiah’s actions, based on the law that had been discovered, have led scholars to conclude
that the scroll was the major part of what is known today as the Book of Deuteronomy. Thus, they
refer to Josiah’s reform as the Deuteronomic reformation.

His first major step was an attempt to rid the land of pagan cults and the high places, which
were sites of unauthorized worship. In Jerusalem, many altars to pagan deities had been erected in
Manasseh’s time. These were destroyed, along with various images that were part of the worship.
Extending the purge further, orders were given that not only were the altars in Judah to be destroyed,
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but also the altars in northern cities, such as Bethel. To rid the land of their influence, those who
were priests at the pagan shrines were slain.

Next, Josiah ordered the celebration of a great Passover, reminding the people of the LORD’s
mighty acts in bringing them out of the land of Egypt (23:21–23). This reminder of the LORD’s
covenant with Moses was a call for revival of the old-time religion that for the most part had been
forgotten, replaced by the emphasis on the covenant with David. So impressive were the Passover
services that the historian said of them:

No such passover had been kept since the days of the judges who judged Israel, or
during the days of the kings of Israel or the kings of Judah. (23:22)

A most important aspect of the reform was the gathering of all the priests of the LORD in
Jerusalem for the purpose of centralizing all the worship services in the Jerusalem Temple. This
was done to ensure that the worship would be kept pure, not mixed with elements of pagan worship.
This was a noble idea, but one major result of the action would prove fatal to the whole reform.
Out of the centralization of worship developed the ideas that (1) the Temple was the LORD’s
dwelling place; (2) the LORD would never permit his dwelling to be destroyed; and (3) because 
the Temple was located in Jerusalem and the LORD lived in the Temple, Jerusalem would never be
destroyed. The conclusion that Jerusalem was safe from all attack, furthermore, seemed to be sup-
ported by Isaiah’s words, spoken during the days of Sennacherib’s invasions, to the effect that
Jerusalem was protected by the LORD (Isa. 37:33–35; 2 Kings 19:32–34).

MEANWHILE, IN THE REST OF THE WORLD. Josiah had been able to operate so freely because
Assyria was so weak that it was on the verge of being completely eliminated from the interna-
tional scene. The beginning of the end came when the Babylonians gained their independence
and joined the Medes in an attack on Assyria. The Egyptians came to the aid of Assyria, but it was
a case of too little, too late. In 614 B.C.E., the Medes captured Asshur, Assyria’s early capital. In 612
B.C.E., the combined forces of the Medes and Babylonians captured and destroyed Nineveh. The
final blows came with the fall of Haran and the failure of an attempt by the Assyrians to recapture
it. The giant was dead.13

THE DEATH OF JOSIAH (2 KINGS 23:28–30; 2 CHRON. 35:2–27). Josiah, the most capable of
the Judean kings, died a tragic death on the famous battlefield of Megiddo. Pharaoh Neco of
Egypt was pushing north along the coastal highway to try to stop the advance of the Medo–
Babylonian armies at Carchemish. For some unknown reason, Josiah chose to try to stop Neco,
but he only succeeded in getting himself killed. The year was 609 B.C.E. His death would set in
motion a chain of events that would lead to the death of the nation itself.14

The Reigns of Jehoiakim and Jehoiachin (2 Kings 23:31–24:17)

Josiah’s death brought radical changes in Judah. The reign of his son Jehoahaz (609 B.C.E.), who
had succeeded him, was cut short by Pharaoh Neco of Egypt. Once more, Judah was put under a
foreign overlord. Jehoahaz was imprisoned and died in Egypt (23:31–34).

In his place, the Egyptians made his brother, Eliakim, king. When Eliakim became king,
his name was changed to Jehoiakim (23:24). Among some peoples, the king always took a new
name when he became ruler. Such may have been the case in Israel, but this is the only direct
evidence of it.

Jehoiakim (609–597 B.C.E.) paid heavy tribute to the Egyptians for the first few years of his
reign. That did not keep him from spending rather extravagantly for his own comfort, however.
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At Beth-kerem, just south of Jerusalem, he had an elaborate palace built, which was to draw the
fire of the prophet Jeremiah:

Woe to him who builds his house by unrighteousness,
and his upper rooms by injustice;

who makes his neighbors work for nothing,
and does not give them their wages;

who says, “I will build myself a spacious house
with large upper rooms,”

and who cuts out windows for it,
paneling it with cedar,

and painting it with vermilion.
Are you a king because you compete in cedar? (Jer. 22:13–15a)

The remains of his palace have been found, and some of the stones still have traces of the bright
red paint.15

Jehoiakim’s loyalties changed in 605 B.C.E. when the Babylonian army defeated Egypt at the
battle of Carchemish in northern Mesopotamia. The only thing that kept the Babylonians from
sweeping south through Palestine was the death of Nabopolassar, the ruler of Babylon. He was
succeeded by Nebuchadnezzar, who demanded and got Jehoiakim’s submission, with the result-
ing money payment.

FIGURE 8–4 “King Josiah went to meet him; but when Pharaoh Neco met him at Megiddo, he killed

him” (2 Kings 23:29). Josiah lost his life on this famous battlefield, called the Plain of Megiddo or

Esdralon, when he tried to block Egypt’s invasion of the Babylonian Empire.
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The Destruction of Jerusalem

The Babylonian Empire destroyed the Assyrian
Empire in the late seventh century B.C.E. and be-
came the dominant force in the ancient Near
Eastern world. The westward movement of the
Babylonian army followed the standard path out
of Mesopotamia, along the Fertile Crescent, and
down the Mediterranean coast. This meant that
the nation of Judah and its capital, Jerusalem, were
in the path of Nebuchadnezzar’s mighty army.
Jerusalem had managed to survive as the capital of
a united Israel and then Judah for about four cen-
turies, according to the Old Testament, but even
its own prophets were now predicting its doom.

Information about the Babylonian attack is not presented in a comprehensive report in any one
place in the Old Testament. A portrait of the invasion can be put together with information from a num-
ber of texts. 2 Kings 25 reports a siege of the city of Jerusalem lasting well over a year. This siege led to a
famine, and eventually a breach was made in the wall. The Babylonian army burned the Temple and the
palace and tore down the wall around Jerusalem. Many valuable items were carried off to Babylon.
Jeremiah 52, the final chapter of this large prophetic scroll, is a reproduction of 2 Kings 24:18–25:30, with
some minor alterations. 2 Chronicles reports all of this destruction and looting and adds a much more
graphic picture of the slaughter of many of the residents of Jerusalem, most strikingly the killing of
young people in the Temple.

Many members of the royalty, the priesthood, and the upper social class of Jerusalem were carried
off to Babylon; some escaped and fled to Egypt. Most of the ordinary people seem to have been left be-
hind to continue to work the land. The beleaguered condition of these people is perhaps best portrayed
in the description of the Babylonian siege and its aftermath in Lamentations 1–2:

My eyes are spent with weeping; my stomach churns;
My bile is poured out on the ground because of the destruction of my people,
Because infants and babes faint in the streets of the city.

Jehoiakim struggled to find a way to save Judah and protect his own reign over it. By 601
B.C.E., he had switched his loyalties back to Egypt. The Babylonians, having seized control of the
coastal plain by 602 B.C.E., fought a battle with Pharaoh Neco’s forces in 601 B.C.E. Both sides suf-
fered heavy losses, causing Nebuchadnezzar to withdraw from Palestine for a time to recover and
reorganize his army. Jehoiakim quickly switched his allegiance to Egypt, which was a fatal mis-
take. In 598 B.C.E., the Babylonians invaded Judah with force. It was a convenient time for
Jehoiakim to die, and he did—either from natural causes or by assassination (2 Kings 24:1–6).
His son Jehoiachin (597 B.C.E.) succeeded him, coming to the throne just in time to be captured
when the city fell in 597 B.C.E. Several thousand people—including the king, his mother, and
many of Jerusalem’s leading citizens—and an enormous amount of booty were taken to Babylon.
Most of the people, among them a priest named Ezekiel, were settled in villages along a large irri-
gation canal called the River Chebar (Ezek. 1:1). Babylonian records describe the event and speak
of the spoils of the victory. Jehoiachin would remain a captive until 560 B.C.E., when he was 
released and made a ward of the Babylonian royal court (2 Kings 25:27–30).
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Study Questions
1. What kept Rehoboam from enforcing his will over

the northern tribes?
2. What happened to bring an end to the hostilities

between Israel and Judah?
3. Who was Athaliah? Why is she a significant figure

in Israel’s story?
4. What were Uzziah’s major accomplishments as

king of Judah?
5. What role did Ahaz play in the eventual downfall of

Israel?

6. How did Judah manage to survive the Assyrian in-
vasions that destroyed Israel and Syria in the later
eighth century (745–721 B.C.E.)?

7. What was Isaiah’s relationship to Ahaz? to Hezekiah?
8. How did Hezekiah prepare for a possible invasion

by the Assyrians during Sennacherib’s reign?
9. What possible physical evidence has been found to

confirm Hezekiah’s reform?
10. Why do some interpreters think Sennacherib may

have invaded Judah twice?
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9 The Exile and Restoration
Redefining Israel

C H A P T E R

187

Timeline
586 B.C.E. Destruction of Jerusalem and second deportation of Judahites

573 B.C.E. Approximate end of Ezekiel’s prophetic career

550 B.C.E. Rise of the Persian Empire

539 B.C.E. Cyrus II conquers Babylon

538 B.C.E. Decree of Cyrus releases Israelites to return to Jerusalem

522 B.C.E. Beginning of reign of Darius I in Persia

520 B.C.E. Second return of Judahites to Judah

515 B.C.E. Completion of the Second Temple

458 B.C.E. One estimate of the return of Ezra to Jerusalem

445 B.C.E. Beginning of Nehemiah’s term as governor of Judah

Chapter Outline
I. After the Fall of Jerusalem

II. The Lives of the Survivors

III. The Changing International Situation (538–486 B.C.E.)

IV. The Restored Community

V. Ezra and Nehemiah
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CHAPTER OVERVIEW

The destruction of Jerusalem and its Temple and the deportation of many of the leading citizens
of Judah was a traumatic event in the life of Israel. This kind of disruption required a 
reformulation of Israel’s past story and its religious practice. The Exile would become a formative
event for Judaism. The beginnings of this theological reformulation are found in prophetic books
like Ezekiel and Isaiah 40–66. The Temple would be rebuilt after the Exile, and worship would
eventually be established again in Jerusalem. At the same time, the dispersion of Israel would lead
to the development of Jewish communities in places like Babylon and Egypt. Many religious and
cultural innovations appear to have taken place in the wake of the Exile, including the initial
movements toward a literary canon that could replace Temple and land as a religious center for
these communities. The traumatic experience of dispersion and the shift toward literature as a
central element of religious life likely caused revisions of many biblical books that had already
been developed significantly before the Exile and the production of new books that represented
an even greater variety of sacred writings. What little we know about the Exilic period and the
Restoration that followed it typically has to be inferred from this literature.

AFTER THE FALL OF JERUSALEM

The land lay in ruins. Cities that once had been alive with people were now blackened piles of rub-
ble. Fields that once had produced abundant crops of life-sustaining foods now lay idle, overgrown
with weeds. Jerusalem, the once proud capital city of David and Solomon, was wrecked. Its houses,

FIGURE 9–1 The Babylonian Empire—sixth century B.C.E. Artwork by Margaret Jordan Brown, from
Mercer Dictionary of the Bible. © 1990, courtesy of Mercer University Press.
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The Principles of Hebrew Poetry

There is no obvious place in a textbook like this to put an introduction to Hebrew poetry. Poetic texts
appear in the Bible almost from the very beginning. The common assumption that poetry and prose
form discrete categories of literature proves to be untrue as soon as we start trying to put real texts
into these categories. Many English versions of the Bible print Genesis 1:27, 2:23, and 3;14–19 in a
way that makes them look like poetry. More careful consideration reveals that all of Genesis 1 has
some of the characteristics we would identify in poetry. It is certainly not the same kind of prose as a
newspaper article or chemistry textbook. The designation of literature as prose or poetry is somewhat
artificial, but it matters because readers make assumptions about the meaning of texts based upon
such designations, even when they are unaware that they are making them. As always, our purpose
is not to eliminate assumptions, but to raise them to a level of conscious awareness, so that we can
evaluate them carefully, then decide which ones to retain.

For the purposes of reading the Bible, it may be better to think of poetry and prose as two ends
of a continuum, rather than two discrete categories. The book of Lamentations lies very near the
poetry end of the spectrum, while the book of Ezra is near the prose end. Other biblical books contain
a mixture of literature that may be placed at various places along the continuum. A passage like
Genesis 1 perhaps lies near the middle of the spectrum, combining qualities we would use to identify
each of the poles. Beginning here with the book of Lamentations, the next several chapters will 
address biblical books made up largely, or entirely, of texts that fall close to the poetry end of the con-
tinuum. It will be helpful, therefore, to look at some of the characteristics that most often appear 
in these kinds of texts.

Parallelism
If asked to name the characteristics that most often define English poetry, many readers will respond
by identifying rhyme and rhythm. Hebrew poetry, unlike English poetry, was less concerned with
rhyme and rhythm than with the balancing of ideas within a line. Each line of Hebrew poetry had at
least two parts, but rarely were there more than three. As a general rule, when a line of Hebrew 
poetry is translated into English, each part forms a separate line in English. Each part contains an idea.
The other parts of the line either repeat it in a slightly different manner, state a contrary or opposite
idea, or add to the original idea. This way of relating ideas to each other is called parallelism.
Although there are many types of parallelism, three basic types discovered by Bishop Robert Lowth
will be discussed here.

Synonymous Parallelism
In synonymous parallelism, the idea in the first part of the line is more or less duplicated in the second
part, using different language. Some examples are:

A good name is to be chosen rather than great riches, and favor is better than silver or gold.
(Prov. 22:1)
For the righteous will never be moved; they will be remembered forever. (Ps. 112:6)
He raises the poor from the dust, and lifts the needy from the ash heap. (Ps. 113:7)

Antithetical Parallelism
In antithetical parallelism, the idea in the second part of the line is the opposite of the idea in the first
part. Proverbs 10–14 contain many examples of antithetical parallelism:
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from the hovels of the poor to the palaces of its kings, were burned to the ground; its massive walls
were filled with gaping holes; and the Temple, the building that popular religion was sure would be
the magic charm to protect the city, was just another heap of rubble. And the people who had given
life to the city were gone. Many were dead in the city’s ruins; others were exiles in neighboring lands.
Most members of the upper echelons of society who had survived had been carried to Babylon as
prisoners of war. This forced removal can be referred to as exile or deportation. Most of those
left behind were poor farmers and shepherds, people unlikely to lead any kind of revolt against the
powerful armies of Babylon. The fall of Jerusalem was a shattering blow to the people, who were

A wise child loves discipline, but a scoffer does not listen to rebuke. (Prov. 13:1)
The righteous know the needs of their animals, but the mercy of the wicked is cruel. (Prov. 12:10)

Formal or Synthetic Parallelism
Formal parallelism actually is not parallel at all; the second part of the line adds to the idea of the
first part.

Come and hear, all of you who fear God, and I will tell you what he has done for me. (Ps. 66:16)
So I looked upon you in the sanctuary, beholding your power and glory. (Ps. 63:2)

Growing out of Lowth’s work, other types of parallelism—such as emblematic, which involves
comparisons; stairlike, in which the second part repeats part of the first idea and adds to it; and 
introverted, which extends over several lines—can also be found. They will not be discussed in detail
here, however.

Lowth’s conclusions have been modified over the years, especially in the recent past. Now, the
emphasis in the second or third part is seen as intensifying or elaborating on the idea expressed in the
first part. As one scholar puts it, “If something is broken in the first verset [part], it is smashed or shat-
tered in the second verset.”1

Meter
Meter has to do with the rhythm of poetry. There is significant debate about whether Hebrew poetry
has meter, and even those experts who argue that it does often disagree about how it works. The best
text of the Hebrew Bible available to us has a system of accent marks, which some readers under-
stand as an indication of a kind of meter. Each part of the line has either two or three strong accents
or beats, and on rare occasions four. If the line has two parts and each part has three strong beats,
the rhythm is 3:3. This is the most common rhythm. If the poet wanted to express quickness, he
often used two strong beats for each part of the line. The meter then would be 2:2. Sadness was 
expressed by an uneven number of beats—three in the first part and two in the second part. This meter
is called qinah, which means “dirge” or “sad song.” The Book of Lamentations was written almost
exclusively in this meter. Finally, if there are three-part lines, the meter could be 3:3:3 or 2:2:2.

Meter, like rhyme, is a literary feature that does not easily translation into another language,
unless the translator makes deliberate choices to force the retention of these features. Therefore, it
may not be helpful to give a lot of attention to this feature. The two qualities that Hebrew poetry
clearly possesses in abundance are the use of parallel lines and the use of figurative language.
Fortunately, both of these characteristics easily survive translation into another language, so they will
be the ones to which we will pay most attention in our discussion of poetic texts.
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convinced that the presence of the Temple would protect the city. The confidence in a permanent
existence for Judah and Jerusalem, expressed just a few decades before, was replaced by gloom and
despair. Nowhere was that spirit reflected more starkly than in the book of Lamentations.

Lamentations: Funeral Songs for a Dead City

In the Christian canon, the book of Lamentations is placed after Jeremiah as something of an ap-
pendix. The last chapter of Jeremiah is a slightly modified version of 2 Kings 25 that reports the
siege and invasion of Jerusalem by the Babylonian army in 586 B.C.E. Lamentations appears to be
a poetic response to this tragic event. In the Hebrew canon, Lamentations is one of the five festi-
val scrolls or Megilloth, each of which is read in the synagogue service to commemorate a partic-
ular holiday. Lamentations is read on the Ninth of Av, which specifically recalls the destruction of
Herod’s temple by the Romans in 70 C.E. Although the narrative accounts of the Babylonian inva-
sion in 2 Kings 25, 2 Chronicles 36, and the parabolic report in Isaiah 39 seem impersonal, and
even evasive, Lamentations presents an inside-the-city view of the event that is filled with raw
pain and grotesque imagery.

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE BOOK. There are two distinct characteristics to the poems. First, they
are all in what is called qinah, or dirge, rhythm. To understand this, one must recall what was men-
tioned about Hebrew poetry. Hebrew was based on the principle of parallelism. To have parallelism,
each line of poetry had to have at least two parts. What was said in the first part of the line was more
or less answered or intensified in the second part of the line. Generally speaking, in English transla-
tion, a line in English is one part of a line in Hebrew. For instance, Lamentations 5:20 says:

Why have you forgotten us completely?
Why have you forsaken us these many days?

What was said in the first part of the line was repeated in the second part of the line (the
second line in English).

Rhythm also was vital in Hebrew poetry. Each part of the line had certain stresses or strong
words. As a general rule, no part of the line had fewer than two or more than three stresses. In
qinah, there were three stresses in the first part of the line and two stresses in the second part, creat-
ing a 3:2 rhythm. This 3:2 qinah rhythm was used for dirges (funeral songs) or laments over
calamities that had occurred.

CONTENTS OF THE BOOK. The mood of the book is set by a cry of anguish in the first word.
The English how translates a Hebrew expression of woe:

How lonely sits the city
that once was full of people!

How like a widow she has become,
she that was great among the nations!

She that was a princess among the provinces
has become a vassal.

Jerusalem, the abandoned widow (1:1–22). Jerusalem was like a widow, weeping bitterly,
because she had been deserted by all who loved her (1:2). Her people carried away (1:3–6), all she
had left were her memories of past glory. The victim of her enemies, she was filthy and soiled
(1:7–10). Hunger stalked the land. Because of her sins, the LORD’s blessing had been withdrawn
from her (1:11–13).
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Those sins had become a yoke on Jerusalem’s neck. Its best soldiers had been helpless be-
fore the power of the invader. Mocked and despised by its neighbors and with no comforters,
Jerusalem wept (1:14–17). Yet the LORD had been just because Jerusalem had been disobedient.
Its allies had refused its pleas for help. Only now, with death and destruction everywhere, was
there sorrow for sins committed. Its enemies taunted it because of its condition. The poem ends
with a plea for the enemy to be punished in the same measure that Jerusalem has suffered
(1:18–22).

The Literary Structure of Lamentations

Many aspects of the structure of this book are discussed in the main body of the text. The ques-
tion pursued here is the shape of the whole and how the parts contribute to that shape. There is
a strong consensus that Lamentations consists of five poems. These are marked off by acrostic
patterns in the Hebrew text and are accurately separated by the chapter divisions in the present
form of Lamentations. Acrostic means that successive sections of the poem begin with succes-
sive letters of the Hebrew alphabet. Notice that because the Hebrew alphabet has twenty-two
letters, Chapters 1, 2, 4, and 5 of Lamentations each have twenty-two verses. Because the acros-
tic pattern in Chapter 3 uses groups of three verses, there are sixty-six verses (3 � 22) in this
chapter.

The first two poems, Chapters 1 and 2, are similar in structure and content. Both speak prima-
rily of Jerusalem and its devastation. Both end with a plea to God to change the present situation.
The central poem is by far the longest and deserves to be the center of attention. Aside from its
length, its most noticeable feature is the change of voice. It is written in the first person. One way of
understanding this is that expressed in the main body of this textbook: that the poet speaks of his or
her personal experience. This past experience is analogous to the present experience of Jerusalem.
Another possibility is that in this central poem Jerusalem itself speaks in a literary technique called
personification. The former possibility perhaps invites the reader to consider her or his own personal
experience in introspective fashion. The latter view provides a more dramatic scene, as the city that
has been addressed in the first two poems steps forward to speak. Like the first two poems, the third
ends with a plea to God for deliverance.

The fourth and fifth poems return to third-person address and also match the first two in
length. The third poem ends on a more positive note. It speaks of trusting God and the hope for res-
cue from enemies. The fourth and fifth poems are unable to sustain this momentum. Suffering and
despair are central in them, just as in the first two. The third poem stands apart at the center. The
final poem ends with a dramatic question that highlights the tension of Jerusalem’s present condition.
God reigns forever and is capable of restoring Jerusalem, but God may have forsaken and rejected
the holy city. In daring fashion, the book of Lamentations leaves this question open. Because the last
verse is so negative, the practice of reading the book of Lamentations aloud in the Jewish tradition 
includes the repetition of the penultimate verse (5:21) again at the end.

Adele Berlin has argued that the five poems of Lamentations view the destruction of Jerusalem
from five perspectives. Chapter 1 looks directly at the destroyed city of Jerusalem and its mournful
shame. Chapter 2 moves back to portray the actual destructive event. Chapter 3, narrated by a man,
describes “the process of exile” and its accompanying emotions. Chapter 4 focuses directly on the
people who suffered through the siege and destruction of Jerusalem. Finally, Chapter 5 presents the
desperate prayer of those who remain after the destruction.2
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The punishment of Jerusalem (Lam. 2:1–22). The second lament falls more easily into natural
divisions. Lamentations 2:1–9 describes the destruction of the land and city; 2:10–12 describes
the emotional and physical effects of the siege; 2:13–19 is an address to Jerusalem reminding it of
the causes of its condition; and 2:20–22 is a prayer to the LORD to be aware of what was happening
to the city.

1. The destruction of the land (2:1–9). The Temple, the LORD’s dwelling place, was aban-
doned. The LORD had gone through the land destroying without mercy both villages and cities.
Forts and palaces alike were in ruins. The Temple was smashed—the services were ended. The
strong walls that protected Jerusalem were broken down. The gates where justice was dispensed
and where the ebb and flow of humanity was seen as people entered the city were buried in the
rubble of the walls.

2. The effect on the people (2:10–12). Old men sat in an unbelieving daze, while young girls
bowed to the ground in sorrow. The author had wept until he could weep no more. Famine stalked
the city so that hungry children fell like wounded men, while others died in their mothers’ arms.

3. O Jerusalem, how can I comfort you? (2:13–19). Jerusalem’s condition was hopeless. It
had let itself be deceived by lying prophets. Now, people passed by and poked fun at its condition.
Its enemies sneered at it. The LORD’s patience had run its course, and destruction had come. The
poet called for Jerusalem’s walls to cry out to the LORD for mercy for its children, who were “starv-
ing to death on every street corner” (2:19 TEV).

4. LORD, look what you are doing (2:20–22). The poet pleaded with the LORD to look at the
suffering. Mothers were becoming cannibals, eating their own children. Priest and prophet,
young and old, were being slaughtered everywhere. Jerusalem’s enemies were having a “carnival
of terror” (2:22 TEV) at its expense.

A personal lament, advice about God’s righteousness and mercy, and a prayer for help against
the enemy (3:1–66). This poem is two things. First, it is actually a combination of three poems,
each with a different purpose. Second, the poems appear here as one triple alphabetic acrostic;
that is, instead of each line starting with a different letter of the alphabet, each set of three lines
starts with a different letter.

1. A lament about life (3:1–24). The poet had known suffering. He had been quite ill or in-
jured and had come close to death (3:1–5). He had cried to God, but there seemed to be no answer.
Instead, like Job, because God’s arrows had pierced his body, he felt that God had used him for target
practice. He had been pushed down into the dirt so many times that he had lost hope (3:6–18).

Yet, in the depth of his bitterness, he remembered an important thing:

The steadfast love of the LORD never ceases,

his mercies never come to an end;

they are new every morning;

great is your faithfulness.

“The LORD is my portion,” says my soul,

“therefore I will hope in him.” (3:22–24)

2. The importance of trusting God (3:25–51). As if to answer, and to add to the positive
note found in the last stanza of the previous psalm, this poem speaks of the importance of
patience. That it was a different poem can be seen in the shift from the singular to the plural in
the use of personal pronouns.
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The goodness of the LORD was to all who trusted Him. Patience should be practiced, there-
fore, in whatever situation life brought. The LORD might permit sorrow and pain, but He took no
pleasure in doing so. He was aware of what was happening to everyone. His will would be carried
out. The people should admit their sin. The calamities that had come upon them caused the poet
sorrow, especially for what had happened to the women of the city.

3. Rescued from my enemies (3:52–66). This was a combination of a lament and a thanks-
giving. The poet spoke of his treatment by his enemies. He cried to the LORD and was assured 
that he would be rescued. The LORD’s word came true. The poet then prayed for punishment of
the enemy.

Conditions during the siege of Jerusalem (4:1–22). The horrors of the siege of Jerusalem are
nowhere more vividly portrayed than in this chapter. The holy objects of the Temple were scat-
tered in the streets, and people were smashed like clay pots. Those who survived lost all sense of
humanity in their wild urge to live. Children starved to death because adults would not share
food with them. The upper classes, always the healthier members of the population because of
their better diet, starved like the poor. Those who died by the sword were the fortunate ones.
Things were so bad that mothers boiled and ate their own children (4:1–10).

The LORD’s wrath rained down on the city with such violence that Jerusalem’s neighbors
were shocked. None of them believed that Jerusalem could be conquered. Prophets and priests
who had misled the people were now shunned as though they were lepers. The city’s leaders were
ignored instead of being honored (4:11–16).

The survivors kept looking for help, but none came. It was not safe to walk in the streets; if
a person fell, he could be eaten (4:17–19)!

The end came. Those who tried to flee were chased down. The king, trying to escape the city,
was captured. The Edomites, Judah’s neighbors to the southeast, taunted the victims, increasing the
natural hatred the two peoples had for each other. Judah’s punishment was complete (4:20–22).

Restore us, O LORD (5:1–22). The people were under the oppressor’s heel. Taken from their
land, they were like motherless children. Everything they got had a price, even the water they
drank. The punishment for their sin was upon them. The famine produced diseases that brought
raging fevers; their women were abused physically by the invading soldiers; oppression was the
rule and not the exception. Joy had turned into mourning (5:1–18).

The LORD was their only hope. The only question was whether or not they had been com-
pletely rejected (5:19–22).

THE LIVES OF THE SURVIVORS

It has been common within Old Testament scholarship to talk about “the Exile” as if this term
describes the experience of most of the citizens of Judah. Recent studies indicate that this was
clearly not the case. This situation has been summarized well by Jill Middlemas, who has 
responded by offering a new term, “The Templeless Age,” to replace the use of “the Exile,”
because the one factor that all of the resulting communities had in common in this era was
coping with the absence of the Temple.3 What developed during this period were three differ-
ent population centers: (1) Those who remained in Judah, under some degree of Babylonian
control, (2) those who were taken to Babylon in three deportations (597, 587, and 582 B.C.E.),
and (3) those who moved to Egypt at various times and for various reasons. Describing these
groups is difficult for two reasons. First, there is very little information about them outside of
the Bible itself. Second, the material that is in the Bible was probably produced by members 
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of the third group listed above, so we have only their perception of the situation, and of the
other two groups.

Those Who Remained in Judah

The biblical tradition tends to diminish or ignore this remaining population. In 2 Kings 25:12,
they are the “poorest people of the land,” left behind by the Babylonians to be “vinedressers and
tillers of the soil.” The focus is placed on those taken into exile as the true remnant of Israel. Ezra
1–6 provides glimpses of some later conflict between the returnees and those who remained,
along with attempts to incorporate some of them into the group that considered themselves 
returnees.

Some recent studies have indicated that this may have been a larger and more active group
as was once thought.4 Archaeological evidence indicates severe damage and destruction to
Jerusalem and surrounding cities in the southern region of Judah, but the northern part of the re-
gion may have been spared much of this. Thus, although the population of Judah was not nearly
what it had been during the seventh century, the land was by no means empty, and in some places
life likely continued much as it had before. Jerusalem and its temple were essentially gone, but it
is difficult to say whether these had ever played a significant role in the daily lives of these people.
The various practices involving religious pilgrimages, particularly at festival times, would have
been disrupted or significantly changed.

Those Who Moved to Egypt

As had been noted previously, a number of people, including Jeremiah, were left in the land
under the governorship of Gedaliah. When Gedaliah was murdered in 582 B.C.E., those who were
his supporters fled to Egypt, thinking they would be blamed for the murder. They, and others
who went to Egypt from time to time, would develop into a significant Jewish community in later
centuries, especially in and around Alexandria. This group appears to have been the one most
open to adapting to new ideas and contexts. It is not clear exactly who was involved in the process
of translating the Hebrew Scriptures into Greek, the body of texts eventually known as the
Septuagint, but it is commonly accepted that the process began in the third century B.C.E. and was
generated by this Alexandrian Jewish community.

Those in Captivity in Babylon

The people who went into exile in Babylon survived not only as individuals, but also as an iden-
tifiable group of people. Their religion, although tested in the fires of war and surrender, also sur-
vived. But some important changes took place. While in captivity, most of these people seem to
have shifted their everyday language from Hebrew to Aramaic, the language of the Babylonians.
Aramaic was the most widely spoken language in the Near East. It was similar to Hebrew, so that
the change was not difficult to make. Hebrew continued to be used to some extent, especially in
religious services.5 The bilingual nature of their existence is reflected in the two bilingual books of
the Old Testament, Ezra and Daniel, both of which contain significant amounts of Aramaic,
mixed with Biblical Hebrew.

Exile and destruction disrupted the work of the Temple and its system of sacrifices, but
the communities in Judah, Egypt, and Babylon found new ways to think about, speak about,
and engage the presence of God, even in very different contexts. Whether the practice of synagogue
study and worship was founded in the period from 586 to 538 B.C.E. cannot be determined with
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certainty. Undoubtedly, the conditions that led to its founding were present, especially for those
in a foreign land. Services of prayer, praise, and reading of sacred writings surely must have
been carried on. From the worship services, it was only a short step to the formal structure that
made up synagogue worship. Even after the Judahites were permitted to leave Babylon and re-
turn to the land of Judah, many remained there and a vibrant Jewish community continued to
develop, one whose remnants can be seen even in modern times in the Jewish communities of
Iraq and Iran.

New Directions in Theological Thinking

The Exile brought the threat of the loss of the sacred traditions of Israel. Because many of
them were unwritten, it was a matter of urgency that they be committed to writing before
those who knew them died. Many of those who remembered such traditions had already peri-
shed in the siege of Jerusalem. The Exile must have been a time of unusual literary activity.
That at least the final materials were added to Israel’s history that had been preserved in 1,2
Samuel and 1,2 Kings (the Deuteronomistic History) can be seen from the account of the 
release of King Jehoiachin from prison in 560 B.C.E. (2 Kings 25:27–30). The priests who had
been deported to Babylon likely participated in the work of writing and editing sacred texts,
and they may have been the primary force behind this process, which would continue for
many years.6

The scriptures edited and produced during the period of the Babylonian captivity over-
whelmingly present the idea that this was God’s punishment for Israel’s unfaithfulness, particularly
the worship of other gods. Worship of Israel’s God in other locations and places, outside of the con-
trol of the central priesthood in Jerusalem, was also often understood as unfaithfulness. It is not sur-
prising, therefore, that an approach to religion developed during this period that was more strictly
monotheistic and more closely tied to central institutions. The development of religious views in
this direction would set up a situation of conflict when the returnees from Babylon encountered
those who were already in the land of Israel when they returned. The group who had been taken
into captivity in Babylon referred to itself as the “Golah” group, a word that literally means some-
thing like “the exposed ones.” This sense of identity would become the one that all of the restored
community would be required to accept for itself, whether they had actually been captive in
Babylon or not.

FIGURE 9–2 This illustration shows the Ishtar Gate, the entrance to the ancient city of Babylon.
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THE CHANGING INTERNATIONAL SITUATION 
(538–486 B.C.E.)

The Collapse of Babylon

The Babylonian (Chaldean) Empire reached its peak and collapsed within a relatively brief pe-
riod of time. When Nebuchadnezzar died in 562 B.C.E., Babylon began to die. His successor, Evil-
Merodach (562–560 B.C.E.), released King Jehoiachin of Judah from prison (2 Kings 25:27–30),
but Evil-Merodach died in the same year. Other kings came to the throne, Nabonidus (556–539
B.C.E.) being the final one. He aroused great antagonism by trying to make major changes in the
national religion. Nabonidus was interested in excavating and exploring ruins and abandoned
temples—a sixth-century B.C.E. archaeologist! He left the running of the kingdom to his son
Belshazzar. He even refused to come to Babylon for the New Year’s Festival, the chief religious fes-
tival of the year and one in which the king played a leading role. This brought major unrest
among the people just as a new power was rising in the East.

Babylon’s most dangerous rival was Media. When a revolt led by the Persian king, Cyrus,
broke out in the Median Empire, Nabonidus may have supported it. But Cyrus rapidly became a
dangerous rival to be reckoned with. By 550 B.C.E., Media was under his control. He defeated an

FIGURE 9–3 This ancient relief, carved on a mountain in what is now southern Iran, illustrates the
grandeur of Darius I, the king of Persia mentioned in Ezra 5–6. The relief includes parallel inscriptions
in three different ancient languages, which helped archaeologists decipher these languages.
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alliance of Egypt, Babylon, and Lydia by conquering Lydia in 546 B.C.E. and Babylon in 539 B.C.E.
and penetrating all the way to the Egyptian frontier by 538 B.C.E.7

The final Babylonian emperor, Nabonidus, was apparently ineffective in many ways. The
Persians, under the capable leadership of Cyrus, were able to take advantage of this situation in
the middle of the sixth century and establish their own empire in the region, from the western
parts of India to the eastern edges of Egypt. In 539 B.C.E., the armies of Cyrus entered Babylonia
itself and met no resistance, because Nabonidus had already fled. The starkly different imperial
policies of Persia would bring about the release of the Israelites from captivity by the following
year. The Babylonian captivity had lasted for about sixty ears, a relatively small portion of Israel’s
long story, and it is uncertain what percentage of Israel’s population had actually been involved,
but this experience had a powerful formative effect upon the Israelite people. Although the
Israelite homeland would be reestablished to some extent, the rest of Israel’s story would always
involve a significantly dispersed population. In the words of Rainer Albertz, “The Babylonian
exile became the prototype for Israel’s life in the Diaspora.”8

The Persian Empire (538–486 B.C.E.)

Cyrus died in 530 B.C.E. and was followed as emperor by his son, Cambyses, who extended the
Persian Empire further into Egypt by 525 B.C.E. During a period of rebellion in the empire,
Cambyses apparently killed himself, and the Persian throne was seized by Darius, one of his mil-
itary officers. After a period of widespread revolt in the wake of these events, Darius was able to
stabilize the empire and solidify his position as emperor; his reign continued for over thirty years.

FIGURE 9–4 The Persian Empire. Artwork by Margaret Jordan Brown, from Mercer Dictionary of the
Bible, © 1990, courtesy of Mercer University Press.
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The Persian Empire itself continued to rule the entire region for about two centuries until the rise
of the Greeks under Alexander the Great. The imperial policies of Persia, including the promo-
tion of local culture, religion, and economy and the appointment of governors, would have a
great influence on the restored land of Judah during this time period.9 What is typically called the
“Persian Period” in the story of Israel would last until the rise of the Greek Empire under
Alexander the Great two centuries later. What is portrayed in the Bible as the restoration of
Jerusalem and Judah took place under the control and sponsorship of Persia, so it would be heavily
influenced by the policies and culture of this empire.

THE RESTORED COMMUNITY

The day that many in the community held captive in Babylon had probably dreamed about came
in 538 B.C.E. The captives were permitted to return to Palestine and to rebuild their Temple, which
had lain in ruins for over forty years. In II Chronicles 36:21 this period is explained as a forced
rest for the land enacted by God as a response to Israel’s failure to observe the policies of Land
Sabbath prescribed in Leviticus 25. The length of time provided there, seventy years, is probably
somewhat figurative, but might roughly correspond to the period between the destruction of
Solomon’s temple in 586 and the completion of the second temple in about 520.

The Decree of Cyrus (Ezra 1:1–4)

The restoration was the result of the policies of Cyrus the Great. He reversed the policies of the pre-
vious kings who had dominated the Near East. Whereas they had deported people to help defuse re-
bellion, Cyrus permitted all exiles who wanted to return to their original homes. Whereas previous
kings had tried to destroy such religious shrines as the Temple, Cyrus encouraged subject peoples to
rebuild their shrines. He even provided financial and other resources to assist in the construction.

In 538 B.C.E., Cyrus issued a decree that permitted exiled persons to return to their home-
lands.10 One version of this decree is found in 1 Chronicles 36:22–23. Another version is found in
Ezra 1:2–4. In it, Cyrus declared that the LORD had given him the responsibility of ensuring that
the Temple was rebuilt. The returning exiles were to be given help in “silver and gold, with goods
and with animals, besides freewill offerings” (1:4). The biblical version of this decree gives the 
impression that only the Judahites were given such help. It seems, however, that Cyrus did this for
peoples of all locations and religions who were released from captivity. Cyrus is also mentioned
in Isaiah 45, where he is given the status of “anointed one (messiah)” because of his deliverance of
the Israelites from their captivity in Babylon.

The Returners (Ezra 1:5–2:70)11

In the years after 538 B.C.E., several groups of Jews returned to Palestine. The first group was led
by Sheshbazzar, “the prince of Judah,” who was the son of Jehoiachin. They carried with them
some of the Temple treasures Nebuchadnezzar had taken away. All Sheshbazzar was able to ac-
complish was to lay the foundations of the new Temple (Ezra 3:10–13), then a pause in the recov-
ery took place. This condition had several major causes: (1) the harsh realities of coming into a
land still bearing many of the marks of the Babylonian conquest; (2) conflict with the people who
had remained in the land, who felt it was theirs by virtue of the fact that they had lived there
undisturbed for more than forty years; and (3) conflict with the people of the old northern terri-
tories, who considered themselves as still faithful to the religion of Israel. The returnees, on the
other hand, looked down upon them and their religious practices as impure.
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The Literary Structure of Ezra–Nehemiah

Ezra and Nehemiah are two books that, in their final forms, belong together. Both books take a large va-
riety of materials concerning the post-Exilic period in Israel and attempt to mold them into a coherent
story. A number of factors tie these two books together. First, Ezra appears as a character at the middle
and end of both books. Second, both books include the long list of those who returned 
to Judah from Babylon. This list appears in Ezra 2 and Nehemiah 7. Third, both books contain first-person
narrative written from the point of view of the title character. These sections are sometimes referred to as
the Ezra Memoir and the Nehemiah Memoir. Fourth, both books report the process of expelling foreign
wives from Israel. In both cases, this takes place at the end of the book, in Ezra 10 and Nehemiah 13.

All of these connections lead to the realization that the books of Ezra and Nehemiah have a
parallel structure. Ezra 1–6 tells the story of the building of the Second Temple in Jerusalem.
Nehemiah 1–7 tells the story of the rebuilding of the wall around Jerusalem. Ezra 7–10 reports the
program of reform initiated by Ezra after his return to Jerusalem. Nehemiah 10–13 records the story
of another program of reform led by Ezra and Nehemiah. The climax of the two books is the public
reading of the law by Ezra in Nehemiah 8. What these two books accomplish together is to present
a picture of Israelite religion centered on the Temple and the law. This religion is practiced by a puri-
fied people in a city surrounded by a wall and under God’s protection.

There are costs to pay for such a well-ordered picture. A real cost in the story is the destruction
of numerous families when the women are sent away because they are foreign. The literary costs are
a number of narrative inconsistencies that must be tolerated or ignored. The most obvious of these is
Ezra’s acknowledgment of the presence of the wall in Ezra 9:9 before Nehemiah builds it in
Nehemiah 1–7. The writer of these stories is willing to pay such costs, however, because of the ideo-
logical tasks that these books perform so well.

Multiple points of view are held together in Ezra–Nehemiah by a careful weaving together of
the books’ components. There is a great temptation to separate these components into small pieces
of text so that they do not contradict each other, but when this is done the complexity of the story is
largely lost. This book tells a story filled with conflict. This narrative of conflict is adequately matched
by the conflict present in the literary texture of the book.

Because there seem to have been less than ideal agricultural conditions in those early years,
making a living turned out to be difficult. By contrast, Babylon, with its well-irrigated fields and
busy cities, offered money and food in abundance. Because of its prosperity, conditions were so
attractive that many Jews chose to remain there. Babylonian records indicate that some Jews be-
came prominent bankers, businessmen, and high government officials. Some of those who re-
turned to Palestine probably wished at times that they had not done so.

The ultimate fate of Sheshbazzar is uncertain. He is mentioned only in scattered references.
He may have died or been replaced as leader by Zerubbabel, who probably returned with another
group of exiles in 520 B.C.E. The spiritual leader was Joshua, who was High Priest. Some addi-
tional clues about the continuing work of restoration are present in the prophetic books of
Haggai and Zechariah, which will be examined in Chapter 12.

These prophets, along with Zerubbabel and Joshua, inspired the people to return to rebuild-
ing the Temple with vigor. Trouble would not be long in coming, however. The ruler of the province
of which Jerusalem was a part sent someone to investigate what was going on. He found out who
was responsible and sent someone to the Persian capital to see if the work had indeed been author-
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ized by Cyrus, as the Jews claimed. When the answer came back, not only was the right to rebuild the
Temple confirmed, but also the governor, Tattenai, was instructed to pay the building costs out of
royal revenues. The building was finished and dedicated with joyful ceremonies in 515 B.C.E.

With the completion of the Temple, a curtain was drawn over events in Palestine for more
than fifty years. What happened, no one knows. Zerubbabel’s hopes of creating the messianic king-
dom was certainly not fulfilled. In fact, his hopes and the efforts of the prophets to promote him as
the Jewish ruler may well have had fatal results. The Persians, while remarkably tolerant in their
policy toward conquered peoples, were so highly organized that revolt was kept at a minimum. It
could be that Zerubbabel was removed because of the hope that he would be the promised messiah.

EZRA AND NEHEMIAH12

With the fading away of Zerubbabel, the hope of reestablishing the Davidic monarchy also faded.
When the Jews once more became visible on the stage of history, there was no mention of a king.
Instead, the dominant figure in Jewish life was the priest. In the hands of the High Priest would
come to rest both the chief religious and political powers of the Jewish people.

Ezra the Priest and Scribe

In the person of Ezra, we meet perhaps the most influential person in the post-Exilic community.
His activities have sometimes earned him the title “Father of Judaism.” The work of Ezra and the
religious traditions he helped to establish the point at which it is most appropriate to begin using
terms like Jews, Jewish, and Judaism to distinguish the identity of these people and their religion
from that of the ancient Israelites.

Ezra led a group of immigrants from Babylonia to Jerusalem “in the seventh year of
Artaxerxes the king” (Ezra 7:7). Given the dates of Artaxerxes I (465–424 B.C.E.), it would seem simple
to conclude that Ezra arrived in Jerusalem in 458 B.C.E. But things are not quite that simple; there
were two kings named Artaxerxes. Artaxerxes II ruled from 404 to 358 B.C.E. Ezra could have arrived
in Jerusalem in 397 instead of 458 B.C.E. A third date that has been suggested is 428 B.C.E., based on
the belief that Ezra came in the thirty-seventh year of Artaxerxes I. This would assume that the word
thirty has fallen out of the biblical text. There is little evidence to support such an assumption.

Recent evidence has given new support to the first date, 458 B.C.E. One of the major argu-
ments against that date is that Ezra started some important reforms, of which Nehemiah found
little evidence when he arrived in 445 B.C.E. As one scholar has pointed out, however, reformers in
biblical history were not noted for their long-lasting success. Good examples were King Hezekiah
and King Josiah, both of whom had reforms that died quickly.13 It is assumed here, therefore, that
Ezra returned in 458 B.C.E., the seventh year of the reign of King Artaxerxes I.

The Work of Ezra (Ezra 7:1–10:44; Neh. 8:1–9:37)

THE RETURN TO JERUSALEM (EZRA 7:1–8:36). The picture given of Ezra is that he, like many
Jews, had achieved a position of some respect in the Persian kingdom. This was shown by the fact
that not only did King Artaxerxes permit him to gather a group of immigrants to return to
Jerusalem, but he also gave a generous amount of money to subsidize them (7:1–24). Ezra, fur-
thermore, was to “appoint magistrates and judges, who may judge all the people in the province
Beyond the River” (7:25).

In Ezra 7:27, the narrative switches to a first-person account of what happened on Ezra’s
trip to Jerusalem in 458 B.C.E. (7:7–9). First, there was a prayer of thanksgiving for the undertaking
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(7:27–28), then, in true priestly fashion, there was a listing of those who made the trip (8:1–4).
Finding that there were not sufficient priests, Ezra sent some eloquent and influential men to the
Levites to persuade some of them to go along on the trip (8:15–20).

They were successful, and after Ezra gave a selected group of the priests responsibility for
looking after the money and sacred vessels given for use in the Temple, the pilgrims set out on
the long trip to Jerusalem. When they arrived safely, the money and vessels were turned over to
the Temple officials for safekeeping, and the proper calls of respect were paid to the local Persian
officials, who were given letters of instruction from Artaxerxes concerning their part in aiding
Ezra (8:21–36).

Ezra’s reforms (Ezra 9:1–10:44). Ezra lost no time making his presence felt in the community
of Jerusalem.

1. The problem of foreign wives (Ezra 9:1–10:44). Discovering that many of the Jews, includ-
ing priests, had married non-Jewish women, Ezra tore his clothes, pulled his hair, and went into
mourning (9:1–5).

At the time of the evening sacrifice, he prayed an eloquent prayer of confession about this
condition, which for him represented a great sin by the people (9:6–15). By the time his prayer
was ended, he was joined by many others who also were confessing that they had sinned by mar-
rying non-Jewish women. In the emotion of the moment, they made a covenant to divorce all
non-Jewish wives. Ezra required all the Levites and others present to swear to do as they had
promised (10:1–5).

After a night of prayer and fasting, Ezra called a meeting of all Jews in Jerusalem within
three days. To impress on the people the importance of being present, he said that any person
who failed to appear would lose his property. Needless to say, a large crowd gathered, even though
a heavy rain was falling. It was decided that a council of leading men would be set up to deal with
the matter. The council was formed, and those who had married non-Jewish women divorced
them and sent them away, along with any children born to them (10:6–44).

2. The renewing of the covenant (Neh. 8:1–9:38). Again, Ezra called the people together.
The purpose was a ceremony of covenant renewal, recalling an ancient custom going back to the
years following Israel’s covenant at Sinai (Josh. 24). First, Ezra read the law aloud. It is uncertain
what this reading included, but a reasonable guess is that it was a version of the book of
Deuteronomy very similar to what we have today. As Ezra read this law, it had to be translated
into the language of the people, which was now Aramaic, not Hebrew. This, then, was the first
recorded attempt to paraphrase the scriptures (8:1–8), and the origin of the translation of the
Hebrew Scriptures into Aramaic, a practice that took place over several centuries. Various
Aramaic versions in later years were known as the Targumim. These are often loose paraphrases
of the Hebrew text with considerable added commentary.

While the Law was read, it was discovered that the seventh month (when this was taking
place) was also the time for the celebration of the Feast of Tabernacles or Booths (Sukkoth
Hebrew). The people went into the hills, cut tree limbs, and built shelters. They lived in the shel-
ters for seven days to remind them of Israel’s wilderness years. During those days, they spent their
time studying the Law (8:9–18).

The festival was followed by a great day of repentance and confession. Some suggest that
this may have come before the celebration of the Feast of Tabernacles.14 The Jews separated
themselves from all foreigners and confessed not only their own sins, but also those of their an-
cestors (9:2). They alternated hearing the Law read with confession of sin. The solemn day was
climaxed by Ezra’s prayer of confession. In it, in a style common to the Old Testament, he first
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The Night Ride of Nehemiah

The book of Nehemiah reports the work of
Nehemiah, who returned to Palestine from
Babylon during the Persian period and led much
of the rebuilding and reestablishment of
Jerusalem. He eventually became governor of the
Persian province of Yehud. About half of the book
of Nehemiah consists of first-person accounts
told from the perspective of Nehemiah, and these
passages are commonly called the Nehemiah
Memoir. Nehemiah’s central feat was the rebuild-
ing of the walls around Jerusalem, which had been
destroyed during the Babylonian invasion about a
century and a half earlier. The poor condition of the walls meant that Jerusalem lay exposed, unable to
defend itself. While still living in the Persian city of Susa, Nehemiah heard about the condition of
Jerusalem and its walls. He wept and decided to return to Jerusalem to rebuild the city. He attained per-
mission and sponsorship from the Persian Empire and journeyed back to Israel.

Soon after arriving in Jerusalem, Nehemiah awoke in the middle of the night and rode a donkey
around the perimeter of the ruined city to inspect its condition. Nehemiah 2:11–16 reports Nehemiah’s
observations during this journey. Gate by gate, the broken condition of the wall and the burned condition
of the gates are described in this passage. The text does not say why Nehemiah chose to perform this task
at night, but when the rebuilding project begins in Nehemiah 3, the Jews face tremendous opposition
from other people around them. They have to work on the walls with their weapons at hand, ready to 
defend themselves. Nehemiah’s night ride may have been done secretly so that his enemies would not 
attack him and would not be aware that planning for the building project was beginning. Nehemiah
6:15–19 reports that the rebuilding of the walls was finished fifty-two days after it was begun and that the
other groups of people living around the Israelites now lived in fear of them.

praised God. Then, the reason for the praise was stated by retelling the story of the LORD’s mighty
act of delivering the people from Egyptian bondage and His mercy toward them, even though
they had sinned so gravely against Him (9:1–31).

Finally, Ezra confessed the sins of the generation then present. Like their fathers, they, too,
had sinned. As a token of their repentance, they entered into a solemn covenant, signed by the
princes, Levites, and priests (9:32–38). This was the last mention of the work of Ezra.

Nehemiah, the Builder (Neh. 1:1–7:73; 13:1–31)

The time of Nehemiah’s return is less debated than that of Ezra. He said in his memoirs that he
returned to Jerusalem in the twentieth year of Artaxerxes. There is general agreement that
Artaxerxes I (465–424 B.C.E.) is meant, thus dating Nehemiah’s return to 445 B.C.E.

Nehemiah, a devout Jewish layman, was cupbearer to the Persian king. The cupbearer’s 
position was one of great honor, as it involved great trust on the part of the king for the person
who held the job.15 Messengers came from Jerusalem, reporting that the walls and gates of the
city were in ruins. Either they had never been rebuilt since the Babylonian invasion, or they had
been destroyed by the Persians for some unknown reason. Nehemiah began a period of fasting
and prayer when he heard the news (1:1–11).
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Several months passed. One day while Nehemiah was performing his duties as cupbearer,
the king noticed his haggard looks and questioned him about it. When Nehemiah told him the
reason, the king made Nehemiah governor of the province of Yehud, which included Jerusalem,
and gave him money and materials to repair the city walls (2:1–8). Nehemiah was not welcomed
by everyone. Sanballat, the governor of Samaria, who had dominated Judah for some time;
Tobiah, the governor of Ammon in Transjordan; and Geshem (Gasmu), an Arab king, immedi-
ately took exception to Nehemiah’s presence. They would cause much trouble in the days ahead
(2:9–10, 19).16

Nehemiah’s first action was to make a nighttime survey of the broken walls. Afterwards, he
called the Jewish leaders together and told them of his plan to rebuild them. He received an en-
thusiastic response from them. The response from Sanballat, Tobiah, and Geshem, however, was
to suggest that he actually was trying to stir up rebellion against the emperor (2:11–20).
Organizing the people into construction gangs, Nehemiah proceeded with his plans (3:1–32).
When Sanballat and Tobiah heard that construction was in progress, they immediately began to
make threats. Nehemiah responded by dividing the Jews into two groups—one to stand guard
against an attack and another to carry on construction (4:1–23).

Then, problems arose within the Jewish community. Many of the Jews had abandoned their
villages and farms to aid construction and had borrowed from their rich fellow Jews to provide
food for their families. When they could not pay their debts because of their contributions to the
project, those to whom they owed money began to foreclose on them. Some even had to give their
children as slaves to pay their debts. Nehemiah called the leaders together and told them that such
practices must stop immediately. Anyone who was a slave must be freed. He threatened to call the
wrath of God down on them if they did not do as he ordered. They believed him and obeyed
(5:1–13). To show that he would not ask the people to do what he would not do himself, never in
his first twelve-year term as governor did Nehemiah take a salary paid by tax money. Instead, he
supported himself and 150 others out of his own resources (5:14–19).

Sanballat and Tobiah kept trying to undermine Nehemiah. They invited him to several
meetings outside Jerusalem to discuss matters. Each time, Nehemiah refused to go. In an open
letter to Nehemiah, Sanballat suggested that the wall was being built because the Jews intended to
revolt and Nehemiah planned to have himself declared king by some of the prophets. Sanballat
threatened to tell Artaxerxes what was going on. Nehemiah denied all the charges and continued
his work. He also refused to take any special precautions for his safety (6:1–14). After fifty-two
days, the construction was finished. Tobiah’s sympathizers started a campaign to convince
Nehemiah that Tobiah was a nice fellow after all. He had a Jewish father-in-law and a Jewish
daughter-in-law. Nehemiah was still unconvinced. He posted trustworthy guards on the city gates
with strict instructions about opening and closing hours (6:15–7:4).

When the building was completed, dedicatory services were held, the central feature being
a service of sacrifice after a march around the walls. The march ended in the Temple area, where
the service of thanksgiving was held (12:27–43).

They offered great sacrifices that day and rejoiced, for God had made them rejoice
with great joy; the women and children also rejoiced. The joy of Jerusalem was heard
far away. (12:43)

To complete his work, Nehemiah made arrangements for regular services to be performed by
people who were paid by the offerings given, as had been the practice in the time of the great
kings. Because provisions were made for the regular collection of Temple revenues, the priests
could attend to the services instead of working at other jobs for a living (12:44–47).

204 Chapter 9 • The Exile and Restoration
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These were the major accomplishments of Nehemiah’s first term as governor, which cov-
ered twelve years (445–433 B.C.E.). In the thirty-second year of Artaxerxes, Nehemiah returned to
Persia (13:6).

Nehemiah returned to Jerusalem to find some rather disturbing developments. His old
nemesis, Tobiah, had been given a room in the Temple itself. That an Ammonite would even be
permitted within the Temple precincts was a shock to Nehemiah. The Deuteronomic Code con-
tained a law that no Ammonite or Moabite would ever be allowed to become a part of Israel, be-
cause those peoples had opposed Israel’s peaceful passage through their territory in the Exodus
(Deut. 23:3–5). By the time of Nehemiah, the Torah was already the written law (13:1–3). When
Nehemiah discovered that the High Priest Eliashib had allowed Tobiah a room in the Temple, he
ordered Tobiah thrown out, along with his furniture. A special cleansing of the room took place,
and it was then restored to its normal use (13:4–9).

Second, Nehemiah found that because the offerings had fallen off, the pay for the Levites to con-
duct the services in the Temple had ceased. The Levites had to return to farming for a living. Nehemiah
immediately began collecting the tithes again for the support of Temple worship (13:10–14).

A third situation that confronted him in his second term was that many people were no
longer observing the Sabbath. Instead, they were working on the Sabbath as though it was just an-
other day. He ordered the city gates closed on the Sabbath so that foreign traders and farmers
could not bring their goods to sell on that day. He issued a warning that anyone who violated the
Sabbath would be punished (13:15–22).

Finally, he dealt severely with the still troublesome problem of mixed marriage. He beat
Jews who were married to foreign wives, including the son of the High Priest Eliashib. He issued
a decree that no such marriages would be permitted and rooted out foreign influences from
Jewish life (13:23–31).

When the community was about to be swallowed up by its neighbors, Ezra and Nehemiah
had played a vital role in preserving the religious life and culture of the Jews who had returned
from exile. The zeal they inspired would be carried over into the period that, in Jewish historical
records, is almost blank. Around 200 B.C.E., the curtain would be lifted again, when Palestine once
again became the battleground between two powers trying to gain control of its territory.

Evaluating Crisis Leadership

Retrospective evaluation of leadership during times of crisis is very difficult. Recent examples in
the history of the United States are illustrative of the problem. Attempts to assess Abraham
Lincoln’s declaration of martial law in 1863 and Franklin Roosevelt’s establishment of intern-
ment camps for Japanese-Americans in 1942 may be the clearest examples. The latter was more
obviously a mistake because it combined racial bias with a fear-driven suspension of constitu-
tional rights. The expulsion of foreign wives in the stories of both Ezra and Nehemiah may gen-
erate this same kind of revulsion and a response such as “How could we have acted that way?”
Perhaps we can find a way to recognize that such behavior in the midst of a crisis is understand-
able but not excusable. The restoration crisis brought out both the best and the worst in Ezra and
Nehemiah as leaders, and the Bible makes no attempt to hide this reality. Within the full canon of
the Old Testament, the story of Ruth, the Moabite great-grandmother of David; Rahab, the
Canaanite woman who assists the Israelites in Jericho; and others serve to balance this tendency
to blame our difficulties on those we consider outsiders or foreigners. This impulse is alive and
well in all human hearts, and these stories may cause us to hesitate long enough to bring our irra-
tional fears into the light of careful and compassionate reflection.
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Study Questions
1. What is distinctive about the literary design of the

book of Lamentations?
2. What does Lamentations tell us about conditions

in Jerusalem during the Babylonian siege?
3. What changes did Israel experience as the result of

the Babylonian Exile?
4. What were the three major groups of Israelites that

formed in the wake of the Babylonian destruction,
and how were they related to each other?

5. What caused the decline of the Babylonian Empire?
6. How did Cyrus’ conquest of the Babylonians affect

the Jews in exile?

7. What happened to the first group of Jews who 
returned from exile to Palestine?

8. Why is it difficult to date Ezra’s return from exile?
What evidence supports the various choices?

9. Assess the relative significance of Ezra and
Nehemiah to the Jerusalem community.

10. What was the significance of the reading of the Law
described in Nehemiah 8?

11. What were Nehemiah’s accomplishments as gov-
ernor?

12. How did Ezra and Nehemiah address the issue of
foreign wives? Why?
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